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About this guide
This guide is intended to assist the ASO or investigator in the conduct of internal aviation 
safety investigations. It steps the user through the investigation process, including the 
input of investigation information, safety actions and recommendations into Sentinel.

IMPORTANT. This guide is not an investigation manual for the conduct of Defence 
Flight Safety Bureau (DFSB) independent investigations. Any questions regarding  
the content of this guide should be directed to your senior ASO in the first instance  
or, if necessary, the DFSB. Any suggested changes to this guidebook should be 
directed through DFSB Safety Intelligence and Human Factors.

Aviation Safety Events and Issues

Aviation safety reporting is focused on the risk to people arising from aircraft operations 
and encompasses both the manner in which aircraft are flown, and the tasks, activities 
and management systems whose primary purpose is to enable safe flight. The aviation 
safety reporting framework applies the following definitions:

An aviation safety event is defined as any event where an aviation system (including the 
human element) fails to perform in the expected manner and adversely affects, or could 
adversely affect, the safety or airworthiness of an aviation system or third party. The term 
event refers to something that happened at a specific point in time, or something that did 
not happen at a time when it would have been appropriate or relevant to do so.

An aviation safety issue is a characteristic of an organisation or a system that can 
reasonably be regarded as having the potential to adversely affect the safe operation of 
an aircraft, aviation-related equipment or products and services. 

Overview
Why investigate?

At a basic level we investigate aviation safety events and issues to identify and eliminate 
system deficiencies and to improve system controls in order to prevent recurrence (in 
the case of an event) or to prevent a risk or hazard from being realised (in the case of a 
safety issue).

Command-Led Safety investigations 

The aviation safety investigation process requires an investigation to be conducted 
and a report with investigation information, findings with rationale, actions and 
recommendations to be submitted for consideration and action by an appropriate 
Appointing Authority (AA). The AA is the designated member authorised to convene and 
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close an aviation safety investigation. The circumstances and classification of the event will 
determine the AA as indicated in Table 1.

The depth of an internal aviation safety investigation may vary considerably depending upon 
the circumstances – from the conduct of a brief desktop review to full, in-depth investigation. 
The extent of the investigation should depend on the actual and potential consequences of 
the event or issue. Reports that demonstrate a high potential for risk should be investigated 
in greater depth than those with low potential.

Who can investigate?

Individuals conducting aviation safety investigations are to have completed ASO training or 
remain under the supervision of the appointed ASO/MASO in the conduct of internal aviation 
safety investigations.

Principles of Aviation Safety investigations

The principles that underpin aviation safety investigations have been developed over many 
years of aviation accident investigation. In order to achieve the best safety outcomes and 
ensure consistency of approach, standardisation of reports and facilitation of trend and 
statistical analysis, the following principles apply:

• The intent of a safety investigation is to establish the contributing factors that increase 
safety risk, and to ascertain actions that can be taken to prevent recurrence (in the case of 
an event) or to prevent a risk or hazard from being realised (in the case of a safety issue).

• The investigation should commence as soon as practicable to ensure all perishable 
information is collected and protected.

• The size and scope of the investigation, and the resources expended, should be commensurate 
with the classification and scale of the event and the anticipated safety outcomes.

• The investigation follows a structured process.

• Investigations should determine the systemic factors that contributed to the event to enable 
formulation of appropriate and effective action that can be taken to improve the safety system.

Event Type Minimum Appointing Authority Required Consultation

Class A Environmental Commander 
(COMAUSFLT, COMD FORCOMD, and 
ACAUST)

The Defence AA and DFSB

Class B HTA Environmental Commander (or delegate) and DFSB

Class C Unit commander or delegate HTA (as appropriate, dependent upon the 
circumstances)

Class D Unit commander or delegate    Nil

Table 1. Appointing Authority by Classification of Event
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• Contributing safety factors should be categorised in accordance with the Defence 
aviation Safety Analysis Model (SAM).

• Safety actions and recommendations should be focused on implementing or improving 
controls that will eliminate or minimise the safety hazard or risk and thus prevent a 
recurrence of the event. Safety actions and recommendations must not recommend 
punitive action.

• Safety actions and recommendations should be recorded in Sentinel, and their 
implementation and effectiveness monitored.

• Appropriate personnel de-identification measures are to be applied. 

• There should be no apportioning of blame or liability – the aim is to identify and 
remediate system deficiencies so as to eliminate or control risks to be SFARP. 

Powers of Investigating Officers

An investigating officer acts under the authority of the AA. By virtue of that authority, an 
investigator is empowered to compel any service member, within the chain-of-command 
of the AA, to answer questions and make available for inspection all documents, 
recordings, equipment, and anything else relevant to the determination of contributory 
factors. The information gathered is to be used solely for the purposes of the safety 
investigation, with the prime objective being to prevent recurrence. Accordingly, service 
personnel providing such information should do so freely and without fear of adverse 
consequences.

Standards of proof in Aviation Safety investigations

The sole purpose of a safety investigation is to improve the safety of the organisation, 
not to apportion blame or liability. As such, the legal standards of proof such as beyond 
reasonable doubt or on the balance of probabilities are neither necessary nor appropriate. 
An excessively high standard of proof may impose an unnecessary burden when 
establishing likely contributing factors or other circumstances relating to a safety event, 
and may impede organisational learning. 

Findings, actions and recommendations resulting from the investigation of an aviation 
safety event are to be based upon the best judgement of the investigating team carrying 
out an impartial and objective analysis of the available information.

Just and fair culture

A just and fair safety culture must exist within an organisation that strives for or displays 
a generative safety culture. It is recognised that while the majority of individual or team 
actions should not incur remedial or punitive action, there will be some situations where 
such action is necessary. Importantly, the safety investigation and any disciplinary or 
administrative action are to be managed as separate organisational processes. 
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Figure 1.  
Investigation Process

If during an internal aviation safety investigation it becomes apparent that a DFDA or civilian 
offence is likely to have been committed, the investigation is to be immediately suspended 
and the chain-of-command advised prior to recommencing (when appropriate).

Aviation safety investigations are to focus on the performance of the aviation system. 
Accordingly, safety actions and recommendations are to focus on implementing or 
improving controls that will eliminate or minimise the safety hazard or risk and thus prevent 
a recurrence of the event. Safety actions and recommendations must not recommend 
disciplinary or administrative action. 

Separate to the safety investigation, commanders should use the Safety Behaviour 
Management Tool to determine acceptable and unacceptable behaviour outcomes and 
commensurate action. 

The Investigation Process
The conduct of the investigation is to follow a structured process. The investigation  
is to be conducted outside of the reporting system (Sentinel) with the results of the 
investigation entered into the reporting system once finalised. The investigative process is 
applicable to investigating both safety events and safety issues. Refer to Figure 1 below for 
the investigation process.
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Step 1: Gather information

There are many models that can 
help the investigator to determine 
what areas of a system may 
require investigation and where to 
look for information to inform the 
investigation. 

The C-SHELL model is a good 
place to start— it helps to identify 
sources of information, and may 
help the investigator appreciate the 
overall situation. Refer to Figure 2 
for the C-SHELL model.

CULTURE:

Individuals and groups develop 
shared beliefs, values and norms to 
make sense of the organisation in 
which they work. An organisation’s culture 
exerts a powerful influence on the way members think, feel and behave.

• What is the safety culture in the unit, trade/ mustering, crew, service?

• How did the culture influence the task being performed?

• Were there any undesirable group norms?

SOFTWARE:

This category includes documentation such as maps, charts, standard operating 
procedures, checklists, OIPs, standing instructions (SIs) and aircraft flight manuals. 

• Was the documentation up to date, fit for purpose?

• Was the information readily available to the personnel?

HARDWARE: 
All physical aspects of the aircraft and associated equipment.

• Was the equipment serviceable, suitable?

• Were tools/spares available/authorised/appropriate for use?

• Did the work place constrain access to, or operation of, the equipment?

ENVIRONMENT: How did aspects of the environment including weather, terrain, navigation 
aids, aircraft cockpit, lighting, noise, vibrations, temperature etc. affect the event?

HARDWARE

ENVIRONMENT

LIVEWARE

SOFTWARE

HUMAN   FACTORS

HUMAN   FACTORS

H

L

S EL
(You)

 C
U

LT
URE

CULT

URE

Figure 2. C-SHELL Model for gathering information
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LIVEWARE (crew and other personnel): The liveware components consist of the crew/
team actions as well as their interaction with others. 

• Actions before, during and after the event

• Non-technical skills within the crew and 
with each other

• Training, skills and experience, 
authorisations

• Attitudes and beliefs

• Medically fit for duty

• Types of information

• Recorded information

There are several sources of recorded evidence that may be available to the investigator. 
Some of this is perishable and may be erased through normal maintenance or operational 
activities (maintenance downloads or simply removing aircraft power). Immediate steps 
must be taken to preserve this evidence. Sources include:

• Flight data recorders (FDR) and Cockpit 
voice recorders (CVR). Note: These 
sources of data are strictly controlled. 
Contact DFSB for further information on 
releasing authorities.

• Mission or maintenance data recorders. 
What is on your platform?

• Head up devices (HUD)/helmet/radar/EW 
recordings

• Other recordings such as those made by 
personal devices.

• Air traffic control voice and/or radar 
tapes/records (access approval required 
through 44WG).

• Access swipe cards log work start and 
finish times.

• GPS data.

• Briefing boards/notes or partial 
procedures trainers.

• Any photos or video taken by witnesses/
bystanders.

Conducting interviews

An interview elicits information from those individuals who are directly or indirectly involved 
with the event. Interviews are an important part of safety investigations. They provide 
an opportunity to gather relevant information to reconstruct an event and to understand 
why it happened. Effective interviewing is an essential skill that takes time, practice and 
motivation, to both develop and maintain. A poor interview may undermine the outcome 
of an investigation, but a good interview can reveal critical information. 

People to consider when conducting interviews include: 

• those involved in the event

• the peers of those involved in the event

• those who saw the event

• subject matter experts 

• commanders/managers

For more information refer to the Interviewing Techniques factsheet for guidance on 
conducting a good interview. The factsheet can be found on the DFSB website  
https://objective/id:AB27176975 or on Attachment 1— INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES 

https://objective/id:AB27176975
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Gathering existing documentation

Collecting information also includes gathering other relevant documentation, such as 
procedures, training records, risk management plans and hazard registers.

Step 2: Organise information

Once you have collected all the information relevant to the investigation, it is important 
to put it into some sort of order so you can understand what happened and analyse the 
event. Organising the information assists in ensuring the investigation follows a logical path, 
identifying and resolving conflicting information and the identification of missing data, and 
providing a visual display of the investigative process for chain of command and unit briefings.

The recommended tool to organise information collected is the event timeline, supported by 
the concept of 5-whys. 

Constructing the event timeline

One approach to organising information is to start with constructing an event timeline, which 
shows key details of the event sequence (what happened leading up to the event, the event 
itself, and what happened after the event until control was regained). Event timelines are 
easy to construct and are an excellent way of depicting complex events in a logical manner. 
The timeline should include when the event started, what constituted the start, and include 
information on the activities prior to and after the incident, and any information that may be 
relevant. Refer to Figure 3 below for a simple event timeline example.

Figure 3. Simple Event Timeline Example

EVENT
Thing that happened

PRE-EVENT

Thing that happened

PRE-EVENT

Thing that happened

POST-EVENT

Thing that happened

POST-EVENT

Figure 4. Example timeline with two event strings

Thing that happened
PRE-EVENT

Thing that happened
PRE-EVENT Thing that happened

POST-EVENT

Thing that happened

POST-EVENT

Thing that happened

PRE-EVENT

Thing that happened

PRE-EVENT

At this stage, it is better to include too much detail than risk leaving something out that 
could be relevant. For example, many events have multiple factors, each of which would 
not necessarily lead to an event, but together make an event very likely. Ideally, each part of 
the timeline should include the time it happened, but even a relative time in relation to other 
components may be useful. If more than one string of incidents occurred leading up to the 
event, draw separate event timelines, showing where the strings converged to create the 
event. Refer to Figure 4 below for an event with two strings of incidents leading to the event.

EVENT
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The event timeline should only include 
components that had an immediate effect on the 
event. For example, poor organisational planning 
that occurred two months ago may be identified 
during the investigation as a contributing factor 
but not as a part of the timeline. At this stage, do 
not speculate on possible causes. Speculation 
could lead to inappropriate conclusions. 

A Flowchart or Excel spreadsheet is 
recommended to record the event timeline. 

The concept of 5-Whys

The 5-Whys is a basic methodology or tool to 
discover the probable underlying factors that 
contributed to an event. More often than not, 
people fix a problem by dealing with issues that 
are immediately apparent. While it may provide 
a quick fix, the problem tends to rear its ugly 
head in the same form or with a different face 
later on. Fixing the problem by addressing the 
underlying safety issues is the ultimate aim of any 
investigation. The concept of 5-whys is as follows:

1. Ask why an event happened or a condition 
was present.

2. Continue asking why until the question can 
no longer be answered.

3. When why can no longer be answered you 
have reached:

 a. a control point (risk control)

 b.  a point that is beyond organisational control

 c.  a point where more data needs to be 
collected to answer why.

Note: 
It is not always necessary to ask “Why”” five 
times. While asking “Why” 5 times is generally 
sufficient; it may also more or less. The real key 
is to avoid making any assumptions and keep 
asking “Why” until all the potential contributing 
factors and safety issues have been identified.  

Taxi — Tow Confliction
What happened? Black Cat 
Maintenance was cleared to tow a 
P8 aircraft to the engine run facility 
by Controller A. A short time later, 
an AP3C aircraft was cleared to taxi 
from the main apron to holding point 
Charlie RWY 36 by Controller B. Upon 
turning onto TWY B, the P3 crew 
observed a P8 aircraft under tow 
proceeding in the opposite direction 
on TWY B. The AP3C came to a 
stop and advised surface movement 
control of the confliction. 

Video of the Taxi-Tow Confliction 
case studyis available  on the DFSB 
website.

  Example Event

Some risk control  
questions  
to ask include:

• What prevented the event 

from being worse?

• Which controls were 

effective and why?

• Which controls failed and 

why?

• What should have stopped it 

but didn’t?

• What was absent 

altogether?
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Figure 5. Event Timeline Used in Conjunction with the 5-Whys

WHY DID THIS HAPPEN?

Timeline

Pre-event

Post event

EVENT

Controllers A+C
conduct HO/TO
Poor prioritisation
of HO/TO
w/ Controller B

Controller B
resumes controlling
without HO/TO

PB completes mx.
Controller A
provides PS tow
clearance

B RWY change
coordination

Controller B leaves
control station
for tea —
inadequate HO/TO 

WHY?

Controller B
inadeqate lookout
prior to clearing P3
for taxi

No awareness
of tra�c 
disposition

• Controller B
Complacency
(token lookout)
• Percieved pressure
to complete task
due to advers
weather forcast

Continuation &
recurrent training
does not adequately
cover lookout

No formal HO/TO
conducted

Formal HO/TO
routinely not
completed for a
‘tea run”

Supervisors did not
enforce procedures

HO/TO with
Controller B
should have
been the priority

Controller A
distracted by
non-primary task
(meeting w/
supervisor)

No formal HO/TO
conducted (neither
given by C, nor
sought by B

Formal process
routinely not
completed for a
‘tea run’

Supervisors did
not enforce 
procedures

No coordination
of TWY/RWY
change with other
controllers 

Controller B
complacency/
over-con�dence

Taxi Con�ict

Lookout prevents
collision
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Finalising the organisation of information

Once the investigator(s) has agreed on the timeline and actions and conditions 
relating to the critical component(s), those personnel directly involved with the 
event should be consulted to verify that these are correct. This step is vital to 
ensure the later investigation findings are accurate and credible.

Using the 5-whys analysis along with the event timeline is the best way to 
organise the information collected. However, timelines alone do not identify the 
contributing factors of the events, and they should be used in conjunction with 
the analysis of information.

Step 3: Analyse information 

The analysis of information that has been gathered (Step 1) and organised (Step 
2) is the most time consuming but worthwhile step in the investigation process 
as it answers the question – “why did the event happen?” 

The analysis stage involves analysing the data gathered and organised using 
the Defence aviation Safety Analysis Model (SAM). This technique is designed 
to ensure that the investigation is not restricted to the errors and violations of 
people. SAM identifies the workplace factors that contributed to the event, the 
deficient risk controls and the organisational influences within the system that 
act as forerunners to an aviation safety event. In the processes of applying 
the SAM, investigators also check the information that has been gathered and 
organised to determine whether there are any gaps in the investigation.

Background on SAM - the Reason Model

SAM is the Defence aviation Safety Analysis Model and draws on the work 
of the organisational psychologist and human error expert Professor James 
Reason (Reason’s Organisational Accident Model) and the Australian Safety 
Transport Bureau (ATSB).

According to the Reason model, widely known as the Swiss cheese model, 
accidents rarely result solely from the actions of operational personnel (such as 
pilots, drivers, masters, engineers, or controllers). Rather, most accidents are 
due to a combination of problems originating at all levels of the organisation.

In simple terms, the accident sequence begins with the negative consequences 
of organisational processes (for example, management decisions associated 
with planning, scheduling, designing, specifying, communicating, and 
regulating). These organisational conditions are transmitted to the workplace 
in which the relevant operational tasks are performed. They can result in or 
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manifest through local conditions (such as fatigue, high workload, lack of skills) that 
have a negative impact on an individual’s performance and set the conditions for 
‘unsafe acts’ (errors and violations).

According to the Reason model, these unsafe acts can have consequences that 
are not identified or controlled by the defences or safety net built into the system (for 
example, warnings and emergency procedures). 

Therefore, local conditions and inadequate defences can facilitate or not adequately 
control unsafe acts, and these local conditions and inadequate defences can be 
symptoms of wider systemic issues or organisational conditions, such as poor risk 
management, poor supervision, and inadequate training systems. 

In other words, the system’s defences (or barriers, safety guards or controls) can be 
absent or have limitations (that is, they can have gaps or holes). These limitations can 
result from unsafe acts of operational personnel (sometimes termed active failures). 
Alternatively, they can originate from management decisions and organisational 
processes. These longer lasting gaps in the defences have been termed latent failures 
or latent conditions.

In summary, the Reason model emphasises that unsafe acts have a key role to play 
in the development of accidents. However, the origins of unsafe acts often lie in 
management systems, not within the individuals who made the unsafe acts. In other 
words, the model emphasises a whole of system approach to improving safety rather 
than an approach focussing on the individuals who initiate or undertake unsafe acts.

Updating the Reason Model – the SAM

Reason’s Organisational Accident Model has been adopted as the model for 
investigation in many industries. In recent years, however, practitioners have become 
aware of its various limitations. 

The ATSB, for example, was concerned that the model did not deal with technical 
problems. An example of a technical problem would be a component that failed to 
perform according to its specifications. In order to provide a more generic model that 
would be more applicable to a wider range of investigations, and better fulfil the role 
of identifying potential safety factors, the ATSB modified some aspects of the Reason 
model. The Defence aviation SAM is based on the ATSB model and is shown the 
Figure 6.
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How to use the SAM

The SAM allows the investigator(s) to review the organised data and identify the 
individual/team actions or technical failures that directly contributed to the event. From 
here, ask “why did this happen?” to identify the subsequent factors according to the five 
‘contributing’ levels of the SAM:

• absent, partially failed, or failed recovery risk controls

• individual / team actions and technical failure 

•  local conditions

•  absent, partially failed, or failed preventative risk controls

•  organisational Influences

The Safety Analysis worksheet helps investigators to apply the SAM and conduct their 
analysis. 

At the end of the analysis, the investigator will have answered “why did the event 
happen?” through the identification and classification of contributing factors using the 
SAM.

The Safety Analysis Worksheet is available in Attachment 2 and on the DFSB website 
(https://objective/id:BO3541567). 

The Safety Analysis Model – Contributing Factors Taxonomy is available in Attachment 3 
and on the DFSB website (https://objective/id:AB34289436). 

Organisational
Influences

Risk Controls
(Preventative)

Local
Conditions

Individual 
actions

Technical 
Events

Capability

Feedback
Risk Controls

(Recovery)

Risk Controls
(Recovery)

SAFETY ANALYSIS

INVESTIGATIONS

Class B-D

Class A

Figure 6. Defence Aviation Safety Analysis Model (SAM)

https://objective/id:BO3541567
https://objective/id:AB34289436
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Individual/team actions and technical failure /malfunction

Individual/Team Actions. Individual/team actions are always committed actively 

(someone did or did not do something) and have a direct relation with the event. They 

are observable behaviours performed by operational personnel. Although individual 

actions can both reduce or increase risk, when the term is used it can be taken to 

refer to individual/team actions that increase risk.

It is important that the analysis phase of an investigation clearly identifies the 

individual/team actions and uses them as a platform to identify any underlying safety 

issues that may exist. A fundamental principle of safety investigation and human 

factors is to encourage the organisation to look beyond the individuals and examine 

the system and the underlying reasons for the individual actions.

Some investigators may find it useful to consider that individual actions explain how 

rather than why some of the events happened. For example, problems associated with 

preparation and planning activities, including briefings conducted as part of planning for 

a particular task is considered an individual or team action. When considering the actions 

of individuals, it is useful to consider whether, if a similar situation arose again, it would be 

desirable for the individual’s actions to be different.

The table below contain coded contributing factor types for individual/ team actions 

or technical failures/ malfunction that investigators may wish to incorporate into their 

analysis as prompts. The codes are not designed to be used as check-lists, but are 

particularly valuable for trend analysis and data entry (step 6: Entering Investigation 

Results into Sentinel). 

Individual/Team Actions Technical Failure/Malfunction

• Planning/Preparation

• Equipment/Information Utillsation

• Internal Communication

• External Communication

• Monitoring

• Coordination/Teamwork

• Inspecting

• Record keeping

• Workload Management

• System/component Failure or 
Malfunction

Once the role of the individual or team action in the event is identified, consider whether 
the action or inaction was an error or a violation. 
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Errors are defined as an action or inaction that leads to deviations from 
organisational or the operational person‘s intentions or expectations. This includes 
errors resulting from perceiving something incorrectly or not understanding the 
situation correctly, inadvertently deviating from what was planned, and performing 
the wrong action for the situation. 

Violations are defined as an action/inaction that represents an intentional deviation 
from procedures or standards or requirements associated with task completion.

The conceptual boundaries between errors and violations are not always clear as 
both involve a deviation of action from some required standard of performance. The 
question of intentionality is what differentiates errors and violations and it is what 
makes them more dangerous than errors.

The drivers behind an error or violation can be determined by looking at the local 
conditions and the underlying systemic issues uncovered during the investigation. 
For example, an operator followed the wrong checklist (error in individual action: 
equipment / information utilisation) because they were under pressure to complete 
the task (local condition: task completion pressure) and was unfamiliar with the task 
(local condition: experience/recency for task). In turn, the pressure to complete the 
task and lack of task familiarity were found to have been brought about by poor 
supervision (risk control: active supervision/control). 

By looking past the type of error,  the local conditions and risk controls provide a 
richer explanation for why the error occurred.

Note: 
In the context of an aviation safety investigation, a violation typically involves 
an intentional individual or team action that results in unanticipated adverse 
consequences. Most violations are well-intentioned, targeting desired outcomes such 
as task completion and simplification. As a general rule, individual/team violations 
that achieve the desired outcome and do not contribute to an undesired safety 
outcome are not reported as an aviation safety event. 

Where a violation involves an act of serious carelessness (serious disregard of an 
obvious risk or profound failure of professional responsibility) or sabotage (intended 
harm to individual, asset, workplace or organisation) the investigation is to be 
immediately suspended and the chain-of-command advised. 

Separate to the aviation safety investigation, the DFSB Safety Behaviour 
Management Tool (SBMT) provides commanders with a method of determining 
acceptable and unacceptable safety behaviour and commensurate action. The 
SBMT can be found on the DFSB webpage (https://objective/id:AB27737139). 

https://objective/id:AB27737139
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Technical Failure / Malfunction. In many ways, technical failures can be considered 

as being similar to individual / team actions that increase safety risk, as they are both 

describing components which occur at an operational level. Similarly, they can both be 

influenced by a range of local conditions and risk controls. In addition, they are often 

considered at an earlier stage than individual/team actions in the investigation analysis 

process as more often than not, it is the technical problems that operational crew react to 

(and hence, sometimes triggering individual/team actions or inactions).

Local conditions

Local conditions are those conditions that exist 

in the immediate context or environment in which 

individual /team actions or technical failures occur, 

and can have an influence on the individual/ team 

actions or technical failures. Local conditions include 

characteristics of the individuals (e.g. knowledge, 

skills of the individual or the team, team interactions, 

and personal factors), the equipment involved, as 

well as the nature of the task and the environment 

(e.g. the workspace, the physical environment, and 

weather). 

Local conditions can increase the likelihood of 

individual/team actions which increase safety risk 

(for example, fatigue, insufficient knowledge, high 

workload). Local conditions can also increase the 

likelihood of technical failures, which increase safety risk (for example, local conditions 

that can be associated with an engine failure could include pre-existing material defects 

or high operating temperatures).

Most local conditions also stem from deficient risk controls (preventative) or organisational 

influences, so it is important that the investigation also considers how the identified local 

conditions were influenced by these systemic factors. 

The table below contain coded contributing factor types for local conditions that 

investigators may wish to incorporate into their analysis as prompts. The codes are not 

designed to be used as check-lists, but are particularly valuable for trend analysis and 

data entry (step 6: Entering Investigation Results into Sentinel).

Check:

Does this contributing 
factor describe 
something about the 
task demands, work 
environment, individual 
capabilities or human 
factors that promoted 
the individual/ team 
actions or technical 
failures or undermined 
the effectiveness of the 
system’s defences?
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Absent, partially failed, or failed risk 
controls 

Risk controls are the measures put in place by an 
organisation to facilitate and assure safe performance 
of the operational components of the system (that 
is, operational personnel and equipment). They can 
be viewed as the outputs of the organisation’s safety 
management system. Risk controls can be either 
recovery or preventative:

• Recovery risk controls are put in place to detect 
and correct or otherwise minimise the adverse 
effects of local conditions, individual/team actions 
and technical failures. They can be viewed as the 
outputs of the organisation’s safety management 
system. Such last-line controls include 
equipment or procedures for detection, warning, recovery, containment, escape and 
evacuation, as well as individual awareness and protective equipment. On occasions, 
these recovery risk controls will be breached and a safety event will result, or the 
consequences associated with a safety event will become more severe.

• Preventive risk controls are put in place to minimise the likelihood of undesirable local 
conditions, individual/ team actions and/or technical failures. Preventative risk controls 
facilitate and guide performance at the operational level to ensure individual/team 
actions and technical events are conducted effectively, efficiently and safely. Such 
controls include procedures, training, equipment design and work rosters.

Local Conditions Examples:

Knowledge, Skills and Experience Knowledge/Skills with Task, Reliance on 
Undocumented Knowledge

Personal Factors Physical/Mental Limitations, Faitgue/Alertness, 
Attention

Task/Job Factors Distractions, High Workload, Incorrect Task 
Information

Social/Group Factors Communication Barriers, Team Interaction, Group 
Norms

Environmental Conditions Weather, Visibility

Workspace Environment Lighting, Noise, Temperature, Air Quality 

Physical Environment Infrastructure

Check:

Does this contributing 
factor describe the 
equipment, work 
process, control 
measure, detection 
system, procedure, or 
attribute which normally 
prevents this safety 
event or limits the 
consequences?
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At any particular time in any safety system, there 
will be weaknesses in some risk controls, and 
these weaknesses will change over time. These 
holes or weaknesses can occasionally align, 
leading to serious consequences.

Absent or failed preventative and recovery 
risk controls can be viewed as holes in an 
organisation’s safety management system.

It is important that the investigation identifies an 
absent, partially failed, or failed risk control so that 
organisational deficiencies can also be identified. 

The table below contain coded contributing factor 
types for risk controls that investigators may wish 
to incorporate into their analysis as prompts. The 
codes are not designed to be used as check-lists, 
but are particularly valuable for trend analysis and 
data entry (step 6: Entering Investigation Results 
into Sentinel). 

Risk Controls Examples:

Systems and Equipment Display/Control Systems, Equipment, Tools and 
Materials, Warning/Detection Systems

Facilities/Infrastructure Design of building

Procedures/Processes/Practices/
Data

Technical Manuals/Publications, Workplace 
Instructions/Orders/Procedures

Training/Assessment Initial Employment Training, Continuation/
Promotion/Recurrent Training

People Management/Supervision Active Supervision/Control, People Management

Authorisation/Categorisation Management and/or process of authorisation/ 
categorisation

Technical Failure Controls Design/Engineering, Manufacture, Maintenance, 
Operation

Questions to ask:

• What risk controls  
were there?

• What could have  
been there?

• What made the risk 
controls ineffective?

• Did the risk controls not 
work at all? (Failed?) 

•  Did the risk control work 
only partially as intended? 
(Partially failed?)

•  What controls could have 
been in place to (Absent?)
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Organisational influences

Organisational influences are those 

conditions that establish, maintain or 

otherwise influence the effectiveness of an 

organisation’s risk controls. There are two 

main types of organisational influences - 

internal organisational conditions and external 

influences.

Internal organisational conditions are the 

safety management processes and other 

characteristics of an organisation which influence the effectiveness of its risk controls. 

Safety management processes and organisational characteristics include hazard 

identification, risk assessment, safety assurance, organisational resources, planning and 

communication. 

External influences are the processes and characteristics of external organisations which 

influence the effectiveness of an organisation’s risk controls and organisational conditions. 

These influences include the regulatory standards and assurance provided by regulatory 

agency.

The table below contain coded contributing factor types for organisational influences that 

investigators may wish to incorporate into their analysis as prompts. The codes are not 

designed to be used as check-lists, but are particularly valuable for trend analysis and 

data entry (step 6: Entering Investigation Results into Sentinel). 

Check:

Does this contributing 
factor identify an 
organisational influence 
present before the event 
and which undermined or 
removed the risk controls?

Organisational Influences Examples:

Organisational Characteristics Communication/Consultation, Organisational 
Resources, Organisational Structure

Safety Management Processes Safety Assurance, Safety Policy/Objectives, Safety 
Risk Management

Regulatory Influences Issues with regulatory material and compliance 
monitoring
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Step 4: Develop findings

A safety investigation produces a series of findings. Findings can be thought of as 
the conclusions that are drawn from the analysis of the information gathered: findings 
succinctly summarise the outcomes of the investigation. There are two main types of 
findings – contributing and indirect.

Contributing finding. Contributing findings directly and negatively relate to the 
circumstances of the event. Specifically, each contributory finding targets an element of 
the event (such as individual action, local condition, risk control, organisational influence), 
if it had not occurred or existed at the relevant time, then either:

• the event would probably not have occurred, or

•  adverse consequences associated with the event would probably not have occurred or 
have been as serious, or

•  another contributing element would probably not have occurred or existed.

Contributing findings address the individual/team action(s) (or technical failure/ 
malfunction), the associated contributing local condition(s), risk control(s) and 
organisational influence(s) (if any). These separate findings can be written as components 
of the Safety Analysis Model (SAM) and entered into Sentinel (Step 6) as separate 
findings. For example, findings 1-3 can be written separately as below:

•  Finding 1: Controller C and B did not conduct a HO/TO prior to controller B resuming 
control duties after leaving their control station. (Individual /team actions)

•  Finding 2: Non-adherence to the published HO/TO procedures for tea runs at YPED 
has normalised over time. (Local condition)

•  Finding 3: HO/TO requirements are defined in [XXX publication]; however, procedural 
compliance had not been routinely enforced by supervisors. (Risk controls). 

As another way to write a  contributory finding, the contributory finding can also be 
comprised of a single statement that address those relevant aspects of the SAM. An 
example of a finding taken from an event timeline is at Figure 7 below:

Figure 7. A finding from Event Timeline.

Controller B  
resumes controlling 

without HO/TO

No formal HO/TO 
conducted  

(neither given by C, 
nor sought by B)

Formal process 
routinely not 

completed for  
a ‘tea run’

Supervisors failed 
to enforce 
procedures

The written finding in Figure 7 example above may read something like this (to be entered 
into Sentinel in step 6): 
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Finding 1: Controller B resumes controlling without a HO/TO as Controller A did not 
provide one and Controller B did not seek one. Interviews revealed that formal HO/TO 
procedures were not routinely completed for tea runs and supervisors did not enforce 
these procedures.

Indirect finding. There may be other findings that did not directly or negatively contribute 
to the event, but are worth noting. An investigation may need to make findings that 
concern the credibility or relevance of the available information, whereas others deal with 
the content of the information. For example, the investigation may need to make findings 
to answer questions such as the following:

•  What was the aircraft configuration at the time of the event?

•  What was the speed?

•  Who was the handling pilot?

•  Was the maintainer appropriately qualified?

•  When was the last maintenance of the engine performed?

•  What was the workplace/environmental conditions at the time?

Other indirect findings that may be considered relevant to include in the findings include:

• Findings to resolve significant ambiguity or controversy that occurred during the 
investigation which was not addressed by the contributory findings.

•  Findings about possible scenarios or safety factors when firm contributing findings were 
not able to be made.

•  Positive factors, events or conditions that saved the day or played an important role in 
reducing the risk associated with an event.

Indirect findings are worth noting as collectively they provide a more comprehensive 
picture of the event and assures Command that the key aspects of the investigation have 
been considered.

It is important to remember that a safety investigation is not a broad audit or examination 
of an organisation or safety system with unlimited resources. Although all safety issues 
that are identified during an investigation should be raised, regardless of whether 
they were contributory or indirect, the search for potential safety issues needs to be 
pragmatically focussed in areas which are related to the circumstances of the event. In 
other words, to be efficient and timely, safety investigations should not stray too far from 
the paths of contribution when searching for potential safety issues. 
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Note: 
Findings must be derived from the investigation information collected and the analysis 
of the information (Steps 1 to Step 3). Findings should be supported by information 
collected during the investigation, such as interviews, log books and photographs. Each 
finding description should be substantiated with a rationale. 

The rationale provides a short summary of the investigation analysis relevant to the 
specific finding. The rationale gives readers the context and justification to support the 
finding. 

For more information, see Step 6 on how to enter findings into Sentinel.

Step 5: Raise effective safety actions and recommendations

Once all safety issues have been identified (to a reasonable extent) and investigation 
findings have been formed, effective safety actions and recommendations should logically 
link to the investigation findings and are raised in order to prevent recurrence. 

Safety actions are those activities assigned by the Approving Authority to an individual 
within the span of their command/management authority. For example, if the Approving 
Authority is the Commanding Officer, safety actions are only to be assigned to personnel 
within the unit. Safety recommendations are safety outcomes that need to be 
completed by agencies outside the unit and should be assigned to the HTA. All safety 
actions and recommendations are to be entered into Sentinel (Step 6). The principles of 
effective safety actions and recommendations are as follows:
• Balanced and considered. Through team discussion and consultation with the 

organisation involved. Can this safety action or recommendation be achieved? Is 
this realistic given the context, resourcing and culture of the organisation? Only the 
organisation involved can decide this. 

• Evidence based. The safety action or recommendation must be able to be traced 
back to the investigation findings. 

• Address safety issues. Not just the errors and violations (behaviours) that we see. We 
need to get to the causes of these behaviours. 

• Written and targeted carefully. The aim of an investigation is to identify the safety 
issues that contributed to the event, and to come up with effective safety actions 
and recommendations to prevent recurrence. Without well written safety actions and 
recommendations to prevent recurrence, the investigation may be wasted. 
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S Specific What is it that you actually want to achieve?

M Measureable How will you show that the action or recommendation has been met?

A Achievable You may want to break the action or recommendation down into sizeable, 
achievable chunks

R Relevant How does the action or recommendation address the safety issue?

T Time-bound Provide a time to guide when the action or recommendation should be 
met

E Evaluate Evaluate the effect on existing safety issues/risk controls

R Review Review te effectiveness of actions and recommendations

How to write effective safety actions and recommendations 

The SMARTER concept ensures that actions and recommendations are achievable, 
traceable, relevant, have a deadline, and can be evaluated and revised (if necessary).  
Refer to Figure 8 below for the outline of the SMARTER concept.

Figure 8. SMARTER Safety Actions and Recommendations

Points to consider when formulating effective 
safety actions and recommendations:

• Use the hierarchy of controls to identify 
better, more effective risk controls. 

• Can the safety issue be eliminated – such 
as changing the time of day of the activity 
or using simulation to train in an aircraft 
manoeuvre. 

• Another procedure – additional procedures 
do not always work. Why did the existing 
procedure fail and will an additional 
procedure fix the problem?

• Briefing a unit on an event can be useful 
but is not a solution in itself. Enduring 
solutions to prevent recurrence are 
required. 

• Units should consider Risk Management 
processes when implementing actions 
or suggesting recommendations in order 
to reduce risk of recurrence So Far As is 
Reasonably Practicable (SFARP).

Check:

• Consider if your safety 
outcomes effective

• Avoid focusing on the 
specific event and look for 
enduring safety outcomes.

• Will your formulated actions 
and recommendations 
prevent recurrence/minimise 
the probability of recurrence 
to an acceptable level?

• If not, you have not achieved 
the intent and purpose of 
the investigation and hence, 
more analysis effort is 
required
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Step 6: Enter investigation results into Sentinel
Step 6 is where the outputs from Steps 1 through to 5 are entered into Sentinel. As 
described in Figure 9 results from Step 1 (Gather Information) and Step 2 (Organise 
Information) are entered into Investigation Information; results from Step 3 (Analyse 
Information) and Step 4 (Develop Findings) are entered into Findings; and finally, the results 
from Step 5 (Raise Effective Actions and Recommendations) are entered into Action Items. 

Figure 9 − Investigation 
Steps and how they fit 
into Sentinel

1
2

3

4

5
6

Gather 
information

Organise  
information

Analysis

Develop findings

Develop actions and 
recommendations

INPUT IN  
SENTINEL

Raise and assign Aviation 
Safety Actions and 

Recommendations under 
ACTION ITEMS

7

Add all findings under 
FINDINGS (Aviation)

Complete the 
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

chart

5

6

Add any relevant background 
information/attachments 
under INVESTIGATION 

INFORMATION (AVIATION)

4
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Investigator Checklist 

The investigator will be presented with a 
checklist which lists the tasks to be completed 
to progress the ASR onto the Under Review 
stage. Each step can be selected and will 
direct the investigator automatically to the 
corresponding area of the Sentinel event. 
Refer to Figure 10.

Note: 
All the mandatory tasks in the Investigator 
checklist must be completed before the 
investigation can be marked as complete and 
progress to the next stage of the ASR lifecycle. 
An error message will display if the investigator 
attempts to progress the ASR past investigation 
if one or more mandatory task is not 
completed. By clicking on the error message, 
the investigator will be taken to the relevant area 
to be completed. 

The checklist tasks 1-3 direct the investigator 
to review areas of the event which detail the 
description, time, location, involved aircraft, 
other equipment information and supporting 
information such as the aviation keyword 
taxonomy. 

The title of the event should be short and 
succinct (limited to 100 characters).

The ‘What Happened’ description should 
provide a brief summary of the event. 
Specifically, it is to describe where the event 
happened (the context), what happened 
(including any associated individual actions 
or technical failures/malfunctions) and the 
result. The description is not to include any 
unnecessary information, conjecture as to what 
caused the event, personal details of involved 
persons, sensitive operational information 
or abbreviations/ acronyms. The keyword(s) 
selected should be what most succinctly 
describes ‘what’ happened in the event. It is not 
the intention of keywords to list all factors that 

Figure 10. Investigator checklist

Confirm Event DETAILS

Confirm the involved aircraft 
and equipment types under 

EQUIPMENT

Confirm and finalise 
Additional Questions under 

STREAMS (AVIATION)

Add any relevant background 
information/attachments 
under INVESTIGATION 

INFORMATION (AVIATION)

Add all findings under 
FINDINGS (Aviation)

Complete the 
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

chart

Raise and assign Aviation 
Safety Actions and 

Recommendations under 
ACTION ITEMS

Review and update (if 
required) the ASSESSMENT 

page

Add investigator comments 
(if required). Select 
COMMENTS tile

Confirm the Aviation 
Reviewer

Confirm the Approving 
Authority

To progress the Event, select 
‘Complete Investigation’ 

(below).

10

8

9

12
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may have been present, nor to pre-emptively record the investigation findings. There are four 
types of keywords to select from: 

1. Flight Operations (https://objective/id:AB31604390)

2. Maintenance (https://objective/id:AB34285020)

3. Other Support Systems (https://objective/id:AB34285102) 

4. Operational Hazard (OPHAZ) (https://objective/id:BP13630669) 

Attachment 4 provides the keyword taxonomies and their definitions. 

The checklist tasks 4 to 6 are specific to the Analysis page which is the area where the 
investigation results must be populated. Tasks 7 and 8 direct the investigator to add the 
actions and recommendations to the event and to check the assessment of the event. 
The Classification of Aviation Safety Events factsheet is available in Attachment 5 and on 
the DFSB website (https://objective/id:AB34286014). 

Checklist task 9 allows the investigator to add in any comments to the ASR. Checklist 
tasks 10 and 11 require the investigator to assign the Aviation Reviewer and Approving 
Authority prior to the investigation being completed and progressed at task 12.

The below sections provide detailed information on checklists items 4 to 9.

Investigation Information (AVIATION) (checklist item 4)

The Investigation Information (AVIATION) section within the Analysis area (Figure 
11) provides the investigator a place to record any information collected during the 
investigation (Step 1: Gather Information and Step 2: Organise Information  of the 
investigation process). 

The Investigation Information area can be accessed through either checklist item 4 or via 
the tiles on the left (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Accessing Investigation Information

https://objective/id:AB31604390
https://objective/id:AB34285020
https://objective/id:AB34285102
https://objective/id:BP13630669
https://objective/id:AB34286014
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The information stored in this area should include any supporting material related to the 
investigation – these supporting materials should help the reader understand the context 
of the investigation and these materials may or may not be related to a finding or a set of 
findings. For example, the event timeline can be added to the Investigation Information 
area as it supports the understanding of the investigation, but is not necessarily related to 
any finding. 

Other supporting material such as the SAM worksheet, a summary of witness statements, 
photos, reference material, and maps can be included into Investigation Information to 
support the investigation as a whole. 

Figure 12. Investigation Information overview

Material that supports the claims made in a finding or a set of findings can also be added 
here. For example, the controllers’ training documents can be attached to Investigation 
information and summarised in the description field. The training documents stored under 
Investigation Information should be referred to in the Rationale section of the Findings tab 
to support the claims made about both controllers’ training currency (Figure 13). 

Figure 13. Aviation Findings
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Attachments added to Investigation Information

As the Investigation Information area only allows text to be added, it is strongly encouraged 
that large documents such as photos, word or PDF documents be stored in Objective, 
the Objective link attached to the ASR (Figure 15) via the Attachments tab at the top of 
the page, and referred to in the Investigation Information (Figure 14).  This will not only 
reduce the file size of the ASR but will also allow the document access control afforded by 
Objective. URLs can also be attached to the ASR (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Investigation Information  — Adding attachments

Figure 15. Attachments  — Adding Files and URLs

Findings (AVIATION) (checklist item 5)

Investigation findings are entered into the Findings (AVIATION) area on the Analysis page of 
Sentinel. The Findings tab allows the investigator to record the analysis of the information 
(Step 3: Analyse Information) and to record the findings developed as result of the analysis 
(Step 4: Develop Findings). 
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Figure 17. Two ways to add new finding(s)

Figure 16. Accessing Findings area

There are two ways to create a finding (Figure 17). Both contributory findings and indirect 
findings can be entered through the Findings (AVIATION) area (1.). Only contributory findings 
can be entered through the Contributing Factors tab (2.)  For descriptions of contributory 
findings and indirect findings, refer to Step 4: Develop Findings.

Figure 18. Add new finding through Contributing Factors tab

The Findings area can be accessed through either checklist item 5 or via the Analysis tile on 
the left (Figure 16).

To add a new finding though the Contributing factors tab (2.), select “Add finding” at the 
top right hand corner (Figure 18).

Both ways of entering findings will present the Findings tab (Figure 19).
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Finding title and description. The finding should describe the conclusions drawn from 
the analysis of the information gathered (See Step 4: Develop findings). 

The title of the finding should be a short summary of the finding. To assist with the 
readability and formatting of the Sentinel report, the title for each finding is to include a 
numerical reference (e.g. 01, 02, 03) as per the Title in Figure 19.

Rationale. A hallmark of a thorough and robust investigation is that the finding or findings 
are supported by a rationale and / or supporting material. In the Rationale field (Figure 12) 
provide a short summary of any relevant factual information and associated judgments 
or justification for your finding. The rationale can be thought of as the analysis of the 
information you have collected. The rationale gives readers the necessary context and 
justification to understand the finding. When providing a rationale, you may make reference 
to more detailed information that has been entered into the Investigation Information 
(AVIATION) section within the Analysis area of Sentinel or to the supporting material in 
Attachments (see section Findings – Attachments). 

Finding Category. Select whether the finding is a contributory finding or an indirect finding 
as described in Step 4: Develop findings.  

Functional Area.  Select which functional area the finding applies to. If the finding applies 
to more than one functional area, select the functional area with the greatest influence on 
the finding. Note that the functional area is not available for indirect findings. 

Figure 19. Finding tab - Title, Description, Rationale, Finding Category and Functional Area

Indirect Findings. Indirect findings are investigation findings are other findings that did not 
directly contribute to the event. See Step 4: Develop findings for more detailed discussion of 
indirect findings. 

For example, in the course of investigating the taxi confliction event, the aerodrome lighting 
was found to have failed on a few occasions. While the lighting issue did not contribute 
to the event under investigation, it nevertheless needs to be addressed to improve safety. 
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Figure 20. Finding tab  — Entering indirect findings

Alternatively, consider raising an Operational Hazard report under Other Aviation Safety 
Report to report an indirect finding that warrants separate investigation and management as 
an aviation safety issue.

Indirect findings should be entered into the Findings area and Indirect Findings selected 
(Figure 20).

Contributing factors (checklist item 6)

After all findings have been entered, select the Contributing Factors tab at the top of the 
Analysis tile (Figure 17). Contributing factors are only available for contributory findings. 

To access the Contributing Factors area, select either checklist item 6 or the Analysis tile on 
the left and then the Contributing Factors tab at the top of the page (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Accessing Contributing Factors

Code each contributory finding using the contributing factors in the Safety Analysis Model 
(SAM). The SAM is available in Attachment 3 and on the DFSB website 
(https://objective/id:AB34289436). 

https://objective/id:AB34289436
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Key considerations when coding contributing factors include: 

• Contributing factors must have a related contributory finding(s).

• Identify key contributing factors and avoid selecting multiple similar factors which could 
lead to an unduly complex graphical view and the double counting of contributing factors. 
For example, there is no need to code ‘Active Supervision/Control’ twice if it was found 
that the supervisor did not enforce HO/TO procedures in two instances. The contributing 
factors coding essentially describes the ‘gist’ of the findings in a few key words.

•  Contributing factor identification enables formulation of appropriate and effective 
actions and recommendations to prevent recurrence.

Figure 22: Entering and searching for contributing factors 

Individual / Team Action or Technical Failure / Malfunction

Select the individual/team action or technical failure/ malfunction code as per the SAM by 
clicking on “Individual / Team Actions or Technical Failure / Malfunction”. 

The contributing factor can either be typed into the bar or can be search for via the 
search icon (Figure 22).

Definitions for contributing factors can be accessed by selecting the info icon (Figure 23) 
via the search icon in Figure 22.

Figure 23: Contributing factors definition via info icon
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Select whether the individual or team action was an error or a violation (under the 
response field) (Figure 24). Select Not Applicable for technical failure/ malfunction 
contributing factors.

Figure 24: Response field for individual / team action or technical failure / malfunction

Local Conditions

Code the relevant local condition contributing factors as per the SAM. Local condition 
contributing factors and the corresponding definitions can be accessed as per Figure 22 
and Figure 23. 

Risk controls

Code the relevant deficient risk control contributing factors as per the SAM. Risk control 
contributing factors and the corresponding definitions can be accessed as per Figure 22 
and Figure 23. 

Select a response as to whether the risk control was preventative or recovery and 
whether the risk control was absent, partially failed, or completely failed (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Response field for risk controls

Organisational influences 

Code the relevant organisational influence contributing factors as per the SAM. 
Organisational influence contributing factors and the corresponding definitions can be 
accessed as per Figure 22 and Figure 23. 
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Graph overview

Once all contributory factors for the event are coded, a graphical overview can be 
generated by selecting Contributing Factors tab in the Analysis tile (Figure 26). This 
overview displays contributory findings and the contributing factors. The overview can be 
printed by selecting the printer icon on the top right hand side of the screen.

Figure 26: Graphical overview of contributing factors

Actions and Recommendations (checklist item 7)

Checklist item Step 6 (Figure 10) navigates the user to the Actions area of an event. This 
is where the user can raise new aviation safety actions or recommendations and assign 
them to recipients as well as recording safety actions already completed.

Raising new aviation actions and recommendations

Aviation safety actions and recommendations must be derived from the investigation 
findings (contributory or indirect findings). 

Aviation safety actions are those activities assigned by the Approving Authority to an 
individual within the span of their command/management authority. For example, if the 
Approving Authority is the Commanding Officer, safety actions are only to be assigned to 
personnel within the unit. 

Aviation safety recommendations are any activities that fall outside the responsibility/
command authority of the event unit that are deemed appropriate to prevent a recurrence. 
All safety recommendations must be assigned to the Hazard Tracking Authority (HTA) 
representative (WASO for Air Force units; Navy and Army have dedicated administrators 
to carry out this process).

To access the actions area of Sentinel, select the Action Items tile either through checklist 
item 7 or via the tiles on the left (Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Accessing the Action Items

Figure 28: Creation of an Aviation Safety Action Safety Recommendation, or Completed Action

Figure 29: ASR action types and descriptions

To raise new aviation safety actions or recommendations, select either an aviation safety 
action (‘ASR Action’) or aviation safety recommendation (‘ASR recommendation’) (Figure 
29 below).

The search icon allows the selection of other ASR action types - ASR Recommendation 
and ASR Completed Action. The information icon provides a description of each of the 
ASR actions types (Figure 29).

Enter the recipient(s) of the action or recommendation item. The recipient(s) of the “To” 
fields are to complete the action or recommendation. For a recommendation, the “To” 
recipient should be the HTA representative - WASO for Air Force units; Navy and Army 
have dedicated administrators to carry out this process.
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Note: 
If more than one ‘To’ recipient is added, the system will default to ‘All must complete’ - a 
state where all the recipients must mark the action as ‘Complete’ before the ASR can be 
progressed. It is strongly encouraged the ‘All must complete’ button is deactivated (Figure 
31) to avoid the scenario where the ASR is held up if one or more of the ‘To’ recipients has 
not marked the action as complete.

The recipients of the ‘CC’ field are to not required to complete the action, but it is also 
strongly encouraged that the ‘All must complete’ button is also deactivated. This is 
because of a known glitch in the system where the ‘CC’ recipient(s) is also required to 
mark the action as complete before the ASR can progress.

Recipients are added by selecting the ‘Add Recipient’ button. A recipient can be 
searched for in the search field on the left hand side of the page (Figure 30). The 
information icon gives you more details about the person (e.g. business unit) to assist with 
the selection of the right person (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Person details

Figure 30: Searching for a recipient

Add a title (topic) and a brief 
description (content) of the safety 
action or recommendation (Figure 
32). When describing the action 
or recommendation, keep in mind 
the principles of effective safety 
actions and recommendations 
outlined in Step 5. 

For aviation safety actions, enter 
the number of days the recipient 
has to complete thew action 
once the action is approved by 
the Approving Authority. The 
maximum number of days is 365. 

Leave the ‘Sign Off Required By’ 
and the ‘Days to Sign Off’ sections 
BLANK (Figure 32 below). 

Unless specified as part of a local 
business process, DO NOT add a 
Sign Off Authority as it may delay 
processing of the report through 
Sentinel. 
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Figure 32: Raising Aviation Safety Action or Aviation Recommendation

For aviation safety recommendations, enter the number of days to accept or reject the 
recommendation. The maximum number of days is 999.

Next, code the category of aviation action or recommendation in the Aviation Safety 
Category section. The coding of safety actions and recommendations will allow the later 
analysis of the types of actions or recommendations that are raised as a result of safety 
investigations, and the types of actions and recommendations related to event types 
(keywords). Refer to Attachment 6 or the DFSB website (https://objective/id:BP16196284) 
for a list of the Aviation Action Categories and their definitions. 

Attachments can be added at the bottom of the page. Note that attachments added here 
will not be visible via the Attachment tile but will only be available through the associated 
action or recommendation. 

Click on ‘Submit For Release’ button on the top left of the page. The safety action or 
recommendation will be sent to the Approving Authority to progress. 

Recording ASR Completed Actions 

To record an aviation action or recommendation already completed, select ‘Completed 
Action’ using the search icon (Figure 29 above). 

This selection allows you to record the description of the completed action as well as who it 
was actioned by. You can search for a person as per Figure 30 and Figure 31. 

Next, code the Aviation Safety Category for the ASR Completed Action. The coding 
of safety actions will allow the later analysis of the types of actions that are raised or 
completed as a result of safety investigations, and the types of actions related event types 
(keywords). Refer to Attachment 6 or the DFSB website (https://objective/id:BP16196284) 
for a list of the Aviation Action Categories and their definitions. 

https://objective/id:BP16196284
https://objective/id:BP16196284
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Figure 33: Recording ASR Completed Actions

Attachments can be added at the bottom of the page. Note that attachments added here 
will not be visible via the Attachment tile but will only be available through the associated 
action or recommendation

Leave the Sign off Required By and Days to Sign off BLANK, and click ‘Mark as 
Complete’ at the top right corner of the screen (Figure 34).

Investigation summary

If appropriate, enter a summary of the investigation. Click on the Investigation tile on the left 
hand side (Figure 34). A summary of the findings and the actions or recommendations raised 
may be useful to the reader/ Approving Authority if the investigation was complex. The 
investigation summary area should only be used to summarise the investigation and should 
not be the only area where the findings and contributing factors are recorded. Ensure that all 
findings and contributing factors are recorded into the Analysis area of Sentinel.

Figure 34: Investigation Summary

Investigator Comments (checklist item 9)

The investigator(s) can add a comment about the investigation and any actions or 
recommendations if required. Select the comment tile at the bottom left hand corner of 
the page (Figure 35), or click on checklist item 9. Note that any comments added here will 
be included in the full report (generated via Salus and Sentinel).
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Figure 36: Complete Investigation

Figure 35: Adding Investigator Comments

Complete Investigation (checklist 
item 12)

Once all the checklist items are completed, 
select ‘Complete Investigation’ at the 
bottom of the checklist. The ASR has 
now been sent to the Aviation Reviewer 
to review the ASR and the investigation, 
actions and any recommendations. 

An error message will appear if all mandatory 
tasks have not been completed (Figure 36) 
and clicking on the error message will take 
the investigator to the area that is to be 
completed.
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Attachment Title

Attachment 1 Interviewing Techniques — Guide to Investigators

Attachment 2 Safety Analysis Worksheet

Attachment 3 Safety Analysis Model — Contributing Factors

Attachment 4 ASR Keywords

Attachment 5 Classification of Aviation Safety Events

Attachment 6 Actions and Recommendations

List of Attachments

All attachments are embedded within the e-copy of this Guidebook. Use the 
keyboard shortcut F4 to view and open the attachments. The attachments may 
also be downloaded seperately from the DFSB website (DPN only) - 
http://drnet/raaf/AirForce//DDAAFS/Pages/Analysis-Help.aspx

http://drnet/raaf/AirForce//DDAAFS/Pages/Analysis-Help.aspx
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Resources Available 
For further assistance, refer to the ASR Support and Resources page on the DFSB website 
(http://drnet.defence.gov.au/raaf/DDAAFS/Pages/Analysis-Help.aspx) where there 
are a number of resources to assist unit level investigators.
Please utilise your ASO network in the first instance and contact the ASR Service Desk 
(ASR.Servicedesk@defence.gov.au) for further assistance.



AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING (ASR) SUPPORT

ASR.Servicedesk@defence.gov.au 
OR 

02 6128 7476

DEFENCE AVIATION

SAFETY AUTHORIT
Y

http://ASR.Helpdesk@defence.gov.au
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ERRORS: an action or inaction that leads to deviations 
from organisational or the operational person‘s 
intentions or expectations. This includes errors 
resulting from perceiving something incorrectly or not 
understanding the situation correctly, inadvertently 
deviating from what was planned, and performing the 
wrong action for the situation.


VIOLATION: Action/inaction that represent an 
intentional deviation from procedures or standards or 
requirements associated with task completion.


INDIVIDUAL/TEAM ACTION LOCAL CONDITIONS RISK CONTROLS ORGANISATIONAL INFLUENCES


ITA01 Planning/Preparation


ITA02 Equipment/Information Utilisation


ITA03 Internal Communication


ITA04 External Communication


ITA05 Monitoring


ITA06 Coordination/Teamwork


ITA07 Inspecting


ITA08 Record Keeping


ITA09 Workload Management


LC1 KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE


LC1.01 Knowledge/Skills with Equipment 


LC1.02 Knowledge/Skills with Task


LC1.03 Experience/Recency for Task


LC1.04 Reliance on Undocumented Knowledge


LC1.05 Knowledge, Skills, Experience Factors — Other


LC2 PERSONAL FACTORS


LC2.01 Physical/Mental Limitations


LC2.02 Fatigue/Alertness


LC2.03 Attention


LC2.04 Motivation/Attitude


LC2.05 Spatial Disorientation/Illusion


LC2.06 Impairment/Incapacitation


LC2.07 Situation Awareness


LC2.08 Mental/Emotion State


LC2.09 Health/Fitness


LC2.10 Personal Factors — Other 


LC3 TASK/JOB FACTORS


LC3.01 Distractions


LC3.02 High Workload


LC3.03 Incorrect Task Information


LC3.04 Task Completion Pressure


LC3.05 Task Demand Factors — Other


LC4 SOCIAL/GROUP FACTORS


LC4.01 Communication Barriers


LC4.02 Team Interaction 


LC4.03 Group Norms


LC4.04 Social/Group Factors — Other


LC5 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS


LC6 WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT


LC7 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT


RC1 SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT


RC1.01 Display/Control Systems


RC1.02 Individual Workspace Design


RC1.03 Equipment, Tools and Materials


RC1.04 Warning/Detection Systems


RC1.05 Protection/Rescue Systems


RC1.06 Automated Systems


RC1.07 Support Systems


RC1.08 Systems/Equipment — Other


RC2 FACILITIES/INFRASTRUCTURE


RC3  PROCEDURES/PROCESSES/ 
PRACTICES/DATA


RC3.01 Technical Manuals/Publications


RC3.02 Workplace Instructions/Orders/Procedures


RC3.03 Procedures — Other


RC4 TRAINING/ASSESSMENT


RC4.01 Initial Employment Training


RC4.02 Continuation/Promotion/Recurrent Training


RC4.03 Training/Assessment — Other


RC5 PEOPLE MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION


RC5.01 Active Supervision/Control


RC5.02 People Management


RC5.03 Management/Supervision — Other


RC6 AUTHORISATION/CATEGORISATION


RC7 TECHNICAL FAILURE CONTROLS


RC7.01 Design/Engineering


RC7.02 Manufacture


RC7.03 Maintenance


RC7.04 Operation


RC7.05 Technical Failure Controls — Other


OI1 ORGANISATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS


OI1.01 Communication/Consultation


OI1.02 Management Training/Experience


OI1.03 Organisational Culture


OI1.04 Organisational Planning


OI1.05 Organisational Resources


OI1.06 Organisational Structure


OI1.07 Organisational Learning


OI1.08 Organisational Change Management 


OI1.09 Organisational Characteristics — Other


OI2 SAFETY MANAGEMENT PROCESSES


OI2.01 Safety Assurance


OI2.02 Safety Policy/Objectives


OI2.03 Safety Promotion


OI2.04 Safety Risk Management


OI2.05 Safety Management Processes — Other


OI3 REGULATORY INFLUENCES


OI4 OTHER EXTERNAL INFLUENCES


Conditions (eg. equipment, task, physical environment) 
which exist in the immediate context or environment 
in which individual /team actions or technical events 
occur, & which can have an adverse influence on the 
individual actions or technical events. 


Observable behaviours performed by 
operational personnel that increase risk. 
The term ‘operational personnel’ refers 
to any person that can have a relatively 
direct impact on aviation safety.   


Problems with the control measures put in place 
by an organisation to facilitate & ensure safe 
performance of the operational components of 
the system. Risk controls can have preventative 
or recovery functions. Deficient risk controls can 
be described as absent, partially failed, and failed.


Problems with the conditions that establish, 
maintain or otherwise influence the 
effectiveness of an organisation’s risk 
controls. 


SAFETY ANALYSIS MODEL 


(CODE NUMBER FULL DISCRIPTION ON PAGE 2)


TECHNICAL FAILURE/ 
MALFUNCTION


ITA10  System/Component Failure or 
Malfunction


Use to code a technical problem during flight. 
Consider individual actions which may have 
adversely influenced theperformance of equipment 
or technical components and consider how technical 
problems influenced individual / team actions.


(CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TAXONOMY)


OTHER INDIVIDUAL/TEAM 
ACTION OR TECHNICAL 


FAILURE / MALFUNCTION


ITA11  Other — Individual/Team Actions or 
Technical Failure/Malfunction







SAFETY ANALYSIS MODEL — CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TAXONOMY (CODE DESCRIPTION) 


CODE DESCRIPTION


INDIVIDUAL/TEAM ACTION


ITA01 Factors related to the planning or preparation of operational tasks. 


ITA02


Factors related to the utilisation, configuration, or interaction with 
a system, including handling and control, use of automation, use of 
equipment and systems, use of manuals, checklists, charts, policy and 
procedures, and use of available resources.


ITA03
Factors associated with communicating relevant information or with 
immediate team. 


ITA04
Factors associated with communicating relevant information to personnel 
external to the immediate team. 


ITA05
Factors associated with the systematic monitoring of the operational 
environment, including the monitoring of tasks, equipment/instruments, 
system states, other person(s) and the environment.


ITA06
Factors related to the coordination between team members, including 
task/duty change-overs and ability of individuals to work as a team.


ITA07
Factors related to inspection procedures, including pre-task, post-task, 
scheduled and routine inspections.


ITA08
Factors related to record keeping, including the completion or use of task-
related paperwork and logs.


ITA09
Factors related to the management of workload/tasks, including task 
scheduling, task load shedding and task allocation. 


ITA10
Factors related to the failure or malfunction of a technical system or 
component. 


ITA11
This factor should be used if a suitable option is not specifically 
referenced in the other list options.


LOCAL CONDITIONS


LC1.01
Situations where the individual does not have the required knowledge 
and/or skills to effectively use a piece of equipment. 


LC1.02
Situations where the individual does not have the required knowledge 
and/or skills to effectively conduct the task(s). 


LC1.03


Individual does not have sufficient total experience or recent experience 
to conduct tasks appropriately. May include concepts such as task 
unfamiliarity or applying previous experience to a new and similar task 
that differs in some critical way. 


LC1.04
Situations where the individual relies on undocumented/informal 
knowledge of the equipment/task. 


LC1.05
Includes any other aspect of an individual's knowledge, skills or 
experience which can influence task performance. May include factors 
such as language skills.


LC2.01
All issues related to a person’s physical and mental/sensory abilities and 
limitations, not including psychological or visual/vestibular illusions.


LC2.02
All issues related to both mental and physical fatigue that leads to 
diminished productivity, alertness, or efficiency.


LC2.03
Situations where lapses in maintaining attention interferes with effective 
performance.


LC2.04


Characteristic of a person related to their motivations or attitudes, 
including issues of self-confidence, reliance on equipment, complacency, 
response to pressures, and personality issues such as being aggressive, 
assertive, or lacking assertiveness.


LC2.05
All issues related to a person’s perception of the orientation relative to 
the earth or other significant objects including, but not limited to, the 
false perception of one’s vestibular or visual cues.


LC2.06
All issues contributing to the impairment or incapacitation of a person’s 
performance due to medical, physiological or substance-induced 
conditions. This excludes spatial disorientation and illusions.


CODE DESCRIPTION


LC2.07


Situations where a person(s) awareness of issues in their surroundings, 
understanding of what that means, and/or subsequent actions based on 
predicted outcomes is lacking. Usually a result of other factors, eg high 
workload, poor communication, etc.


LC2.08
All issues related to an individual's mental/emotional state including, but 
is not limited to, personal stress, anxiety, boredom and denial.


LC2.09 All issues related to a person’s general health, fitness, and lifestyle.


LC2.10
Includes any other physiological, mental or emotional factors which 
can influence an individual's performance. May include factors such as 
dehydration, nutrition, motion sickness.


LC3.01
Situations where specific interruptions, distractions, problems or other 
events, which are not of primary task importance, interfere with the 
ability of the individual to perform effectively.


LC3.02


Situations where the number or complexity of task demands exceeds 
the ability of the individual to perform effectively. Generally refers to 
mental workload, but also includes situations where the physical workload 
influences performance.


LC3.03


Situations where relevant information is not available or provided to 
the individual/team, or contains omissions or inaccuracies. Includes 
procedural information, weather-related information, and information 
regarding aircraft or facilities status.


LC3.04
Situations where there is pressure to conduct a particular task. Pressure 
can be self-imposed or it can come from others. 


LC3.05


Includes any other situation where the properties of the individual/
team’s task demands have an influence on performance. May include 
low workload, task inconvenience (i.e. significant or unnecessary 
inconvenience in terms of time, effort or comfort).


LC4.01


Situations where communication is adversely affected by the 
environment, fatigue, stress, time pressure, separation, peer pressure, 
conflict, workplace (status, rank or experience) gradients or adverse 
personalities/attitudes/behaviours.


LC4.02


Any situation where an individual/team’s behaviour is adversely 
influenced by the behaviour of other people in the immediate work 
environment. Includes peer pressure, interpersonal conflict, diffusion of 
responsibility and the effects of rank or position.


LC4.03
Situations where group norms/social pressures adversely affect the 
performance of an individual/team.


LC4.04
Includes any other issues that adversely impacts the group’s behaviours 
and performance.


LC5
All issues related to the environmental conditions, weather, or other 
environmental phenomena.


LC6


Workspace environment refers to the immediate physical environment 
in which an individual is working and includes issues related to lighting, 
noise, temperature, air quality, or other workspace limitations which could 
influence individual performance. 


LC7
Characteristics of the physical environment or features of the 
infrastructure. 


RISK CONTROLS


RC1.01


Problems with the design or availability of displays and controls which 
lead to difficulties in the detection or processing of information, or the 
execution of control actions. Includes factors such as location, shape, 
labelling, use of symbols, etc


RC1.02
Problems with the design or availability of seating, layout, access, 
visibility obstructions and other aspects of an individual's workstation or 
immediate work area.


RC1.03


Problems with the design, condition, or availability of equipment 
(including vehicles), tools or materials, leading to personnel not being 
able to perform their tasks safely or effectively. Most relevant to 
maintenance and other support activities.


CODE DESCRIPTION


RC1.04
Problems with the design or availability of appropriate systems which 
detects and/or provides cautions, advisory messages, alerts, or warnings 
of abnormal system states.


RC1.05


Problems with the design or availability of systems which minimises the 
consequences of unsafe system states or release of harmful energy. 
Eg: barriers, seatbelts, personal protective equipment, exits, fire 
extinguishers, etc.


RC1.06
Problems with the design of automated systems. Includes function, use 
guidance, symbology, logic or other aspects of automated systems.


RC1.07
Problems with support systems, including mission planning, maintenance 
management, logistics management and other support systems.


RC1.08
Any other problems with the design or availability of systems and 
equipment. 


RC2
Problems with the design or availability of facilities/infrastructure beyond 
an individual's immediate work area.


RC3
Problems associated with the design, availability, consistency or accuracy 
of procedures, processes, practices, checklists, work instructions or data, 
including drawings, diagrams, charts, maps and other resource material.


RC3.01
Problems associated with procedures, checklists, instructions and 
processes, including operating manuals, maintenance publications, 
modification orders and technical instructions.


RC3.02
Problems associated with the design, availability, consistency or accuracy 
of local procedures, processes, practices, checklists, instructions and data, 
including standing instructions, orders and other local directives.


RC3.03
Any problems with the design, availability, consistency or accuracy of 
other procedures, processes, practices or data.


RC4


Problems with the design, delivery, availability or quality of training and 
training materials. Also includes problems with the way performance or 
competency is checked or evaluated and authorisation/categorisation is 
managed.


RC4.01
Problems associated with the design, delivery and quality of initial trade/
category employment training and associated training materials.


RC4.02
Problems associated with the design, delivery, availability and quality of 
continuation or recurrent training and associated training materials. 


RC4.03
Any problems with the design, delivery availability or quality of other 
training, excluding professional military education and training.


RC5.01
Situations where active supervision and control of a task is absent or 
inadequate, including deficient planning or monitoring, failing to identify 
or correct a problem, or inadequate oversight.


RC5.02


Problems with the design, admin or effectiveness of HR mgmt controls. 
Includes problems with rostering and scheduling of work tasks, team 
selection/staff mix, selecting appropriate ppl for jobs, monitoring 
qualifications and monitoring fitness for work.


RC5.03
Situations where other management and supervision is absent or 
inadequate.


RC6
Problems associated with an individual's authorisation or categorisation, 
the process to assess an individual's performance or competency, or the 
management of authorisation and categorisation schemes. 


RC7.01


Situations where the design of a component increases proneness 
for technical failure or incorrect installation. Includes design which 
limits access (maintainability), as well as the design of inspection and 
maintenance regimes (MRD).


RC7.02


Situations where a component has not been appropriately manufactured 
or properly finished, increasing proneness for technical failure. Includes 
problems with the manufacturing of the material or the assembly of 
components.


RC7.03
Situations where there were problems with the maintenance, inspection, 
storage or repair of equipment after manufacture, increasing proneness 
for technical failure. Includes use of inappropriate parts. 


CODE DESCRIPTION


RC7.04


Situations where there were problems with the way equipment was 
operated, increasing proneness for technical failure. Eg: use of the 
equipment in inappropriate physical environments, or outside of its 
design envelope. 


ORGANISATIONAL INFLUENCES


OI1


Deficiencies associated with the characteristics of an organisation that 
can influence the safety of an organisation. Includes organisational 
structure, management training/experience, organisational resources, 
communication, planning & culture.


OI1.01
Deficiencies in the way in which the organisation communicates and 
consults in relation to organisational and operational activities.


OI1.02
Deficiencies in the selection, training, education, skills, experience, 
competency or currency of key command/leadership/management 
personnel.


OI1.03
Deficiencies in organisational culture, including processes to establish, 
develop, monitor and improve organisational culture.


OI1.04


Deficiencies in operational planning, including operational tempo 
vs. resources, deployments, exercises, capability transitions, deeper 
maintenance programs and major capability modification/upgrade 
programs.


OI1.05
Deficiencies in the organisational resources allocated to the safe, 
effective and efficient delivery of capability, including financial, personnel 
and materiel resources.


OI1.06


Deficiencies in the design, effectiveness, review and continuous 
improvement of an organisation’s structure, including responsibilities, 
authorities and accountabilities of key command/leadership/management 
personnel.


OI1.07
Deficiencies in the strategies in place for ensuring lessons are learnt 
from occurrence investigations, corrective action implementation, audit 
findings, risk management processes and reviews. 


OI1.08
Factors associated with the planning, testing, implementation and review 
of significant modifications to organisational structure or equipment, or 
major transition from one organisational process or system to another.


OI1.09 Other deficiencies associated with the characteristics of the organisation.


OI2


Deficiencies with processes an organisation uses to establish, maintain 
and ensure the effectiveness of its safety management system, including 
safety policy and objectives, safety risk management, safety assurance, 
and safety promotion.


OI2.01
Deficiencies with processes an organisation uses to establish, maintain 
and ensure the effectiveness of it's safety management system.


OI2.02
Deficiencies with processes associated with management commitment 
and responsibility to safety, safety accountabilities, appointment of key 
safety personnel, emergency response and SMS documentation.


OI2.03
Deficiencies with processes associated with safety training and education, 
and safety communication.


OI2.04
Deficiencies with processes associated with hazard identification, and 
safety risk assessment and mitigation.


OI2.05 Other deficiencies associated with safety management processes.


OI3


Problems associated with the regulatory material (regulations and 
associated advisory material) and compliance monitoring (include 
accreditation, audit, inspection, intelligence gathering and enforcement) 
activities of regulatory agencies.


OI4
Other external influences, including influences from external to Defence 
organisations. Excludes problems associated with products from 
equipment designers/manufacturers/suppliers — refer to risk controls.
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Document Control 
Version: 2.0 Drafted By: Cheng 24 Nov 2020 
OBJ ID: BI1478504 Released By: Lawrence 26 Nov 20 
Release 
Notes: 


Updated for Sentinel 8.1 release 


 


01. Airspace Description  


Air Navigation Service Providers 
Operations 


  


ANSP – Duty Performed Whilst Being Unfit 
for Duty 


Air Navigation Service Provider Operator performed duties whilst being unfit for 
duties 


ANSP – Operations Error Management  
Air Navigation Service Provider Operator demonstrated poor operations error 
management. 


ANSP – W/O Correct Currency / Recency / 
Proficiency  


Air Navigation Service Provider Operator performed duties without the correct 
currency, recency or proficiency. 


ATS Human Machine Interface 
When any display system used for operational management of aircraft does not 
present information as expected. 


ATS Messaging / Flight Planning Any ATS system messages that are incorrect. 


Call Sign Confusion 
When an aircraft acknowledges and responds to an instruction issued to another 
aircraft, or an Air Traffic Controller issues an instruction to the wrong aircraft, or 
there is potential for this to occur. 


Documented Procedure Not Followed Personnel failed to follow a documented procedure 


Failure to Pass Traffic 
Failure of Air Traffic Services (ATS) to provide adequate traffic information to a 
pilot in relation to other aircraft. The information may have been incomplete, 
incorrect, late or absent. 


Information Flow – Delivery 
Delivery of operational information including hear back and/or read back errors, 
by Air Traffic Services (ATS) was absent, delayed, incorrect, or incomplete and was 
not immediately detected and rectified. 


Information Flow – Display 


Operational information including inaccurate data transcription and/or data link 
driven data, displayed to ATS was incorrect, incorrectly interpreted and/or 
incorrectly entered into an ATS system and was not immediately detected and 
rectified. 


Other -  ANSP Operation ANSP operational events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Aircraft Separation   


Airborne Collision Alert System Warning 
Any airborne collision avoidance system, resolution advisory or equivalent type 
alert. All devices designed specifically for airborne traffic avoidance are to be 
coded as an 'Airborne Collision Alert System Warning'. 
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Collision – Aircraft Separation 
An aircraft collides with another aircraft either airborne or on the runway strip, or 
a vehicle or person on the runway strip; eg. mid-air collisions, collisions on the 
runway between two aircraft, or with a vehicle/person on a runway strip. 


Loss Of Separation 


The failure to maintain a recognised separation standard (vertical, lateral or 
longitudinal) between A/C that are being provided with an ANSP separation 
service; eg. procedural or surveillance/radar separation, prescribed runway or 
wake turbulence separation. 


Loss Of Separation Assurance 


Where separation has been maintained but has not been planned, actioned or 
monitored appropriately. Separation was never assured as a result of inadequate 
ATC planning. A LoS was prevented through early detection, pilot reports, STCA 
activation or good luck.  


Near Collision 


A/C comes into such close proximity with another A/C, vehicle or person on the 
runway strip, where immediate evasive action was required or should have been 
taken. 'Near Collision' events are to be classified as a 'Class B' event. 


Other - Aircraft Separation Issues 


Airspace - Other Aircraft separation issues not specifically covered elsewhere 
where separation is a concern but is not a 'LoS' or 'Near Collision'. Normally 
relates to uncontrolled airspace where 'see and avoid' responsibilities remain with 
flight crews. 


Airspace Infringement 


Where there is an unauthorised entry of an A/C into airspace for which a 
clearance is required. Note: A/C that infringes the buffer zone of a Restricted Area 
is to be coded as an 'Airspace Infringement' unless another A/C is involved 
resulting in a LoS. 


Breakdown Of Co-Ordination 
When air traffic service personnel have failed to: exchange information; obtain 
agreement on clearances; process the transfer of control, advice or information to 
be issued to aircraft as necessary for the safe and efficient conduct of flight. 


Encounter with Unmanned Aircraft  


Collision with Unmanned Aircraft Events where an aircraft collides with an unmanned aircraft. 


Near encounter with Unmanned Aircraft Events where an aircraft comes in close proximity to an unmanned aircraft. 


Sighting / Detection Events where it is reported that an unmanned aircraft was observed / detected. 


Operational Non-Compliance 
Where flight crews don't adhere to verbal or published instructions issued by ATS. 
These instructions can relate to: aircraft heading; route; altitude busts; flying the 
wrong SID or STAR or flying it incorrectly. 


Other - Airspace Airspace events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
02. Environment  Description  


Interference With Aircraft From Ground Any ground based activity that interferes with the operation of an aircraft; eg. 
Laser/Spotlight; Model aircraft; Radio frequency interference; Weather balloons. 


Other - Environment Environment events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Weather   


 Icing 
Events where icing adversely affects aircraft controllability and: induces a stall; 
renders navigation equipment unusable; changes the operating characteristics of 
the propellers or rotors; the aircraft is unable to sustain level flight. 


Lightning Strike The aircraft is struck by lightning. 


Turbulence / Windshear / Microburst Aircraft performance and/or characteristics are affected by turbulence, windshear 
or a microburst. 
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Unforecast Weather 
Operations affected by weather conditions that were not forecast or not 
considered by the flight crew. Also includes weather conditions not considered 
prior to flight or during the flight by crew. 


Other - Weather Weather events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Wildlife   


Animal Strike 
A collision between an aircraft and a flightless animal. Note: Collisions with 
flightless birds, such as emus, are coded as an 'Animal Strike'. Collisions with bats 
and flying foxes are coded as 'Birdstrike'. 


Bat / Birdstrike 
A collision between an aircraft and a bird or bat. Birdstrike occurrences include 
situations in which the aircraft is in flight, taking off or landing. Birdstrike is also 
coded for occurrences where a bird carcass is found on a runway. 


Other - Wildlife Wildlife related events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
03. Infrastructure Description  


Aerodrome Lighting Any faults or deficiencies associated with the operation of runway lighting. 


Air Battle Management 
Any hardware or software faults or deficiencies in the ABM system that have a 
direct effect in relation to an aircraft operation such as: a console failure; 
surveillance failure or degradation; comms/frequency failure. 


Air Traffic Management (ATM) 
Any hardware or software faults or deficiencies in the ATM system that have a 
direct effect in relation to an aircraft operation such as: a console failure; 
surveillance failure or degradation; comms/frequency failure. 


Arresting System Any faults or deficiencies associated with the operation of arresting systems. 


Navaids 


Any faulty or unserviceable navaid resulting in a non-normal course of action by 
crew. Events where crew endeavour to fly a navaid approach that has been 
NOTAM'd as out of service are to be coded as 'Flight Preparation-Navigation/ 
Aircraft Preparation'. 


Runway Lighting 
Runway lighting issues necessary for the safe operation of aircraft during take-off 
and landing. This includes: approach and slope guidance lighting; runway edge and 
centre lighting; PAL where the fault is linked to runway ground equipment. 


UAS Control Any faults or deficiencies associated with the operation of UAS control systems. 
Other - Infrastructure Infrastructure related events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
04. Operational   
Aircraft Control   


Airframe Overspeed 


The airspeed limit has been exceeded for the current aircraft configuration as 
published in the aircraft manual includes exceedance of general airframe limits 
such as VNE; extension speeds for flaps, slats, spoilers etc; undercarriage 
extension speed. 


Control Issues 


The crew encounter A/C control difficulties while airborne or on ground. The 
control issue needs to be related to minor problems associated with A/C handling. 
If flight safety was significantly compromised then it is to be coded as a 'Loss Of 
Control'. 


Hard Landing The vertical deceleration limit for the aircraft set out in the aircraft's operations 
manual is exceeded or damage occurs during the landing. 


In-Flight Break-Up 
The aircraft sustains an airborne structural failure or damage to the airframe, 
including rotors, to the extent that continued flight is no longer possible. Do not 
code 'Collision With Terrain', as that is an inevitable consequence. 


Incorrect Configuration 
An aircraft system is incorrectly set for the current and/or intended phase of 
flight; eg. fail to extend the landing gear before landing; inadvertently retract the 
landing gear after landing; incorrectly configure the flaps or slats. 
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Loss Of Control 
When control of the aircraft is lost or there are significant difficulties controlling 
the aircraft either airborne or on the ground. Note: Occurrences relating to minor 
controllability problems of a short duration are to be coded as 'Control Issues'. 


Overstress  


Stall Warnings Any cockpit warning or alert that indicates the aircraft is approaching an 
aerodynamic stall. 


Unstable Approach 
An aircraft continues to land from an approach where there is sufficient evidence 
of a significant deviation from the aircraft approach profile parameters stipulated 
in standard operating procedures. 


Wheels Up Landing 
An aircraft contacts the intended landing area with the landing gear retracted. 
This could be intentional due to a mechanical issue or unintentional as the result 
of a distraction. Also code 'Landing Gear' if landing gear fails. 


Other - Aircraft Control Aircraft control event not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Aircraft Loading   
Airdrop Loading  


Dangerous Goods (Aircraft Loading) 
The carriage of dangerous goods in contravention of regulations; eg. undeclared 
dangerous goods are discovered; dangerous goods have spilled; dangerous goods 
are incorrectly packed or stowed. 


External Loading  


Internal loading 


The incorrect loading of an A/C that has the potential to adversely affect aircraft's: 
a) weight 
b) balance 
c) structural integrity 
d) performance 
e) flight characteristics 


Other - Aircraft Loading Aircraft loading events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Aircrew And Cabin Safety   


Cabin Preparations 
When the aircraft cabin has not been appropriately prepared for the current 
phase of flight; eg. incorrect arming / disarming of doors; oven or coffee brewers 
left on; cabin systems not secured after flight. 


Depressurisation Where the air pressure inside the cabin of a pressurised aircraft reduces and an 
emergency or precautionary descent is required. 


Flight Crew Incapacitation / Impairment 
A flight crew member is restricted to nil or limited duties as a result of illness or 
injury. Incapacitation may be due to illness, injury, physiological or psychological 
factors, or environmental or other factors. 


Foreign Object / Debris Damage - Cabin 
Safety  


Inter-Crew Communications 


Relates specifically to a loss, or breakdown, of communication between flight 
crew, cabin crew or associated ground staff. Note: Cabin communications system 
failure (PA, IFE, etc) should be coded as 'Technical - Airframe - Furnishings And 
Fittings'. 


Passenger Related Where the actions of a passenger adversely or potentially affects the safety of the 
aircraft. 


Unrestrained Occupants / Objects 
When aircraft occupants or objects are not appropriately restrained for the 
aircraft operation or phase of flight; eg. individuals not wearing seatbelts when 
required to do so; galley equipment not restrained when required. 


Other - Aircrew And Cabin Safety Aircrew and cabin safety events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
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Communications   


Air-Ground-Air 
Communication difficulties, not deemed to be of a technical nature, 
between aircraft and Air Traffic Control, ground units or other aircraft, 
whether an aircraft is airborne or on the ground. 


Call Sign Confusion (Comms) 
When an aircraft acknowledges and responds to an instruction issued to 
another aircraft, or an Air Traffic Controller issues an instruction to the 
wrong aircraft, or there is potential for this to occur 


Transponder Related 
The incorrect setting of a code and/or usage of transponder equipment. 
Events involving mechanical failure of transponder equipment are not 
coded in this category, but are coded as 'Avionics / Flight Instruments'. 


Other - Communications Communications events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Flight Preparation / Navigation   


Aircraft Preparation / Planning 


Errors or omissions during the planning and/or pre-flight phase that 
affect or may affect A/C safety in relation to the aircraft's: 
a) weight 
b) balance 
c) structural integrity 
d) performance 
e) flight characteristics  


Flight Below Minimum Altitude 


An aircraft is operated below the designated or planned Lowest Safe 
Altitude (LSALT) for the in-flight conditions and phase of flight; eg. Crew 
error to descend below the LSALT in IMC; ATC instruction to descend or 
operate below the LSALT or Radar LSALT. 


Inadvertent IMC An aircraft operating under the visual flight rules inadvertently enters 
instrument meteorological conditions. 


Inadvertent Restricted Visibility Operations An aircraft operating in ‘normal’ visibility conditions inadvertently 
encounters restricted visibility below the level which they had expected. 


Lost / Unsure Of Position When flight crew are uncertain of the aircraft's position and/or request 
assistance from an external source such as ATC or pilot of other aircraft. 


Other - Flight Preparation / Navigation Flight preparation / navigation events not specifically covered 
elsewhere. 


Fuel Related   


Contamination 


When the presence of a foreign substance is found in fuel. Examples of 
possible fuel contaminants include water, incorrect fuel grade or type, 
particulate matter, dissolved substances (such as sugar), and biological 
contaminants. 


Exhaustion When the aircraft has become completely devoid of useable fuel. 


Leaking Or Venting 


Unplanned loss of fuel from a fuel tank or fuel system as a result of an 
error by flight crew or ground staff. Events subsequently deemed to be 
the result of a technical problem should also be coded as 'Technical / 
Systems / Fuel'. 


Low Fuel The aircraft's supply of fuel becoming so low (whether or not the result 
of a technical issue) that the safety of the aircraft is compromised. 


Starvation 


When the fuel supply to the engine(s) is interrupted, but there is still 
usable fuel on board. Events in which evidence suggests the fuel supply 
was interrupted as a result of contamination should also be coded as 
'Fuel Related - Contamination'. 


Other - Fuel Related Fuel related events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
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Fumes, Smoke, Fire 


Any fumes, smoke and fire that has been detected and confirmed in 
relation to an aircraft operation. It should not be automatically assumed 
that smoke or fumes are associated with a fire occurrence and these 
must be coded separately. 


Fire – Flight Operations 


Any fire that has been detected and confirmed in relation to an aircraft 
operation. It should not be automatically assumed that smoke or fumes 
are associated with a fire occurrence and these must be coded 
separately. 


Fumes 
When abnormal fumes or smells are reported on board the aircraft. Any 
associated fire or smoke is to be coded independently of the fumes 
event. 


Smoke 


When a smoke alarm activates or when smoke is reported to be 
emanating from: 
a) inside the aircraft 
b) an external component of the aircraft. 
Fire or fumes associated with a smoke occurrence are to be coded 
separately. 


Ground / Airside Operations   
Airside Breach Events at an aerodrome involving the incorrect presence of an aircraft, 


vehicle or person beyond the designated airside protected area. 


Aircraft Handling On Ground 


Any ground handling and aircraft servicing that caused, or has the 
potential to cause injury or damage to a stationary aircraft. If collision 
or near collision occur with a moving A/C then code as 'Taxiing Collision 
/ Near Collision' instead. 


Foreign Object Damage / Debris - Ground 
Operations 


Any loose objects on an aerodrome or in an aircraft that have caused, 
or have the potential to cause, damage to an aircraft. Note: Bird/animal 
carcasses are to be recorded as a birdstrike or animal strike, not as FOD. 


Jet Blast / Prop / Rotor Wash - Ground Operations 
Any air disturbance from a ground-running aircraft propeller, rotor or 
jet engine that has caused, or has the potential to cause, injury or 
damage to property. 


Launch And Recovery - Ground Operations   


Refuelling - Ground Operations  


Taxiing Collision/Near Collision-Ground Operations 
An aircraft collides or has a near collision with another A/C, terrain, 
person or object on the ground during taxi. Propeller or rotor strikes are 
not coded as 'Collision On Ground', but coded as 'Ground Strike'. 


Other - Ground Operations Ground operation events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Military Flight Operations   


Air To Air Refuelling Issues associated with the airborne transfer of fuel from one aircraft to 
another. 


Aircraft In Close Proximity Aircraft proximity issues arising during the conduct of military flight 
operations. 


Load Release  
Paratrooping   
Stores/ Stores Release Issues associated with the stores or the release of aircraft stores. 
Other - Military Flight Operations   
Miscellaneous   
Missing Aircraft The aircraft is reported as missing. 


Security Related When aviation security has been, or is likely to have been, 
compromised. 
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Duty W/O Correct Currency / Recency / Proficiency Personnel performed duties without satisfying all appropriate currency, 
recency, proficiency, categorisation requirements 


Other - Miscellaneous Miscellaneous events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Operational Error Management The improper use of (including failure to use) published checklists or 
other established procedures. 


Aircrew - W/O Correct 
Currency/Recency/Proficiency 


Aircrew performed duties without correct currency, recency or 
proficiency. 


Aircrew Flew Whilst Being Unfit For Duty Aircrew performed duties whilst being unfit for duty i.e. TMUFF 
Did Not Complete Checklist   
Did Not Complete Documentation   
Incorrect Checklist Action   
Other - Operational Error Mgmt Other operational error management not covered elsewhere 
Runway Events   


Arresting System Missed Situations where an aircraft failed to engage an arrestor system as 
intended. 


Depart / App / Land Wrong Runway 


An aircraft that: 
a) takes off 
b) lands 
c) attempts to land from final approach 
d) operates in the circuit at, to or from an area other than that 
authorised or intended for landing or departure. 


Runway Excursion 


An aircraft that veers off the side of the runway or overruns the runway 
threshold. Occurs during take-off or landing only, and may be either 
intentional or unintentional. Taxiway excursions are to be coded as 
'Ground Operations - Other'. 


Runway Incursion The incorrect presence of an aircraft, vehicle or person on the protected 
area of a surface designated for the landing and take-off of aircraft. 


Runway Undershoot 


Any aircraft attempting a landing and touches down prior to the 
threshold. Aircraft that come into contact with vegetation or a fixed 
object and continues the approach, is also to be coded as 'Terrain 
Collisions' 'Collision With Terrain / Obstacle'. 


Other - Runway Events Runway events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Ship Operations   


Aircraft Handling on Deck 


Any deck handling and aircraft servicing that caused, or has the 
potential to cause injury or damage to a stationary aircraft. If collision 
or near collision occur with a moving A/C then code as 'Taxiing Collision 
/ Near Collision' instead. 


Deck Movement Situations where the physical movement of the landing surface poses 
an elevated threat to flight safety. 


Foreign Object Damage / Debris - Ship Operations 
Any loose objects on the deck or in an aircraft that have caused, or have 
the potential to cause, damage to an aircraft. Note: Bird/animal 
carcasses are to be recorded as a birdstrike or animal strike, not as FOD. 


Jet Blast / Prop / Rotor Wash - Ship Operations 
Any air disturbance from a ground-running aircraft propeller, rotor or 
jet engine that has caused, or has the potential to cause, injury or 
damage to property. 


Launch And Recovery Procedures - Ship Operations   


RADHAZ 
Events where RADHAZ has caused, or has the potential to cause injury 
or damage to an aircraft or persons operating on or to the flight deck of 
a ship. 
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Taxiing Collision/Near Collision - Ship Operations An aircraft collides or has a near collision with another A/C, terrain, 
person or object on the ship deck during taxi. 


Other - Ship Operations Ground ship deck events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Terrain Collisions   


Collision With Terrain / Obstacle 


Collision b/w an airborne A/C and the ground, water or an object, 
where the crew were aware of the terrain prior to the collision. Terrain 
is taken to include either ground or water, or any man-made (except 
wires) or natural object on ground or water. 


Controlled Flight Into Terrain 
When a serviceable aircraft, under flight crew control, is inadvertently 
flown into terrain, obstacles or water without either sufficient or timely 
awareness by the flight crew to prevent the collision. 


Ground Strike 


When part of the aircraft drags on, or strikes, the ground or water. 
Includes: a rotor or propeller makes contact with the ground; an engine 
pod, wingtip, or tail contacts the ground. Any event coded as a 'Hard 
Landing' is not to include 'Ground Strike'. 


Wirestrike 


When an aircraft strikes a wire, eg. a powerline, telephone wire, or guy 
wire, during normal operations. Excludes striking a wire during a forced 
landing or striking a wire fence (code these as 'Collision With Terrain / 
Obstacle'). 


Warning Devices   
Airborne Collision Avoidance System   
Ground Proximity Alerts And Warnings A ground proximity warning or alert 


Master Warnings / Class A Alarm 
Situations in which an aural or visual aircraft warning device activates to 
alert the flight crew to a situation requiring immediate or prompt 
corrective action. 


Other - Warning devices  Warning devices events not covered elsewhere 
05. Technical   
Airframe   


Doors / Exits When a door (passenger, cargo, or emergency), or its component parts, 
has failed or exhibited damage. 


Furnishings And Fittings An internal aircraft furnishing or fitting, including its component parts, 
has failed or exhibited damage. 


Fuselage / Wings / Empennage 


Damage to the fuselage, wings, or empennage not caused through 
collision or ground contact. Note: Flight control surface 
damage/malfunction; eg. Flaps, ailerons, rudder, etc. should be coded 
under 'Flight Controls'. 


Landing Gear / Indication 


When the landing gear or its component parts (including indications), 
has failed or exhibited damage; eg. after landing, landing gear collapse 
due to mechanical malfunction - not coded as a 'Wheels Up Landing'; 
the use of emergency gear extension. 


Objects Falling From Aircraft Objects inadvertently falling from or detaching from an aircraft. Not 
related to 'Stores / Stores Release'. 


Windows / Transparencies A window / transparencies or a component part has failed or exhibited 
damage. 


Other - Airframe Technical - Airframe events not specifically covered elsewhere. 
Life Support Equipment   


Egress System Any failure or malfunction of aircraft egress systems (excluding ejection 
seats). 


Ejection Seat Any failure or malfunction of ejection seats or associated systems. 
Life Preserver Vest Any failure or malfunction of life preserver vests 
Oxygen Any failure or malfunction of life support oxygen systems 
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Personal Protective Equipment Any failure or malfunction of PPE 
Other - Life Support Equipment Other life support equipment not covered elsewhere 
Powerplant / Propulsion   


Abnormal Engine Indications 


A visual or cockpit warning that indicates an engine is malfunctioning or 
operating outside normal parameters; eg. abnormal engine instrument 
readings, such as engine power output or temperature, oil pressure or 
temperature, fuel pressure, etc. 


Auxiliary Power Unit 
Any mechanical failure of the APU. Includes: APU fires; fumes and 
smoke events where the APU was identified as the source. Does not 
include connecting systems (code as 'Air / Pressurisation'). 


Engine Failure Or Malfunction An engine malfunction that results in a total engine failure, a loss of 
engine power or is rough running. 


Propellers / Rotor Malfunction 
The failure or malfunction of an aircraft propeller/rotor or its associated 
components. Note: an abnormal propeller or rotor indication must be 
coded as an 'Abnormal Engine Indication' only (not 'Warning Devices'). 


Transmission And Gearboxes 


The failure or malfunction of an aircraft transmission/gearbox and/or its 
associated components; eg. gearbox or transmission chip detector 
warnings. Engine chip detector warnings are to be coded under 
'Abnormal Engine Indications'. 


Other - Powerplant / Propulsion Powerplant / Propulsion events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


Systems   


Air / Pressurisation 
The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of an aircraft air 
system. If the pressurisation fault has an effect on crew and passengers, 
the coding is to include 'Depressurisation'. 


Airborne fuel delivery/receipt The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of aircraft air-to-air 
fuel delivery/receiving systems. 


Anti-Ice Protection 


The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of aircraft anti-ice 
system. Includes:  
a) pitot heat  
b) de-ice boots  
c) carburettor heat  
d) nacelle/engine anti-ice 


Automated Landing System   


Avionics / Flight Instruments 
The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of the avionics 
system or its components. Includes hardware, firmware and software 
faults, but does not include data related problems. 


Electrical 


The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of the aircraft 
electrical system; eg. loss of radio comms due to a faulty alternator or 
the like would be coded as 'Avionics / Flight Instruments' and not coded 
as 'Air-Ground-Air'. 


Fire Protection 


The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of the fire protection 
system. Includes any fault relating to A/C fire detection or suppression 
system, faults or failures of system components such as detection 
loops, warnings, or extinguisher bottles. 


Flight Controls 
The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of a primary or 
secondary flight control system. Includes any associated controls, 
switches, levers, or track mechanisms. 


Fuel 
The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of the fuel system. 
Note: problems associated with fuel quantity, quality or in flight leaks 
are coded in the 'Operational - Fuel' related group of occurrence types. 
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GPS / Datalink / Communications 
The partial or complete loss of transmission and/or reception of digital 
information from an unmanned aerial system. 


Hydraulic The partial or complete loss of the hydraulic system. 


Laser Systems The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of aircraft laser 
based systems. 


Launcher The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of UAS launcher 
systems. 


Night Vision System The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of aircraft night 
vision systems. 


Weapons / Ordnance The partial or complete loss of normal functioning of aircraft weapons / 
ordnance systems. 


Other - Systems Technical - Systems events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


06. Consequential Events   


Ditching 


A forced or precautionary landing on water. It includes emergency 
landings on water by landplanes only. Forced / Precautionary Landings 
on water by seaplanes or amphibious aircraft are coded as 'Forced / 
Precautionary Landing'. 


Diversion / Return 


When an aircraft does not continue to its intended destination, but 
either returns to the departure aerodrome or lands at an alternative 
aerodrome. These events may be due to mechanical problems, 
weather, illness, or some other significant occurrence. 


Ejection Where aircrew ejected from the aircraft 


Emergency / Precautionary Descent 


Circumstances that require the crew to initiate an immediate high rate 
descent to ensure the safety of the A/C, or circumstances, other than an 
ATC clearance that requires the crew to perform a controlled descent to 
ensure the safety of the A/C. 


Emergency Evacuation 


When crew and/or passengers vacate an aircraft in situations other 
than normal and under the direction of the operational crew. This can 
be achieved by any number of means: emergency slides; integrated 
aircraft stairs; aerobridge; or external stairs. 


Flight Termination System A flight termination system is activated 


Forced / Precautionary Landing 


Forced landing - Circumstances under which an A/C can no longer 
sustain normal flight and must land regardless of the terrain. 
Precautionary landing - A landing made as a precaution when, in the 
judgement of crew, a hazard exists with continued flight. 


Fuel Dump / Burn Off 
When an aircraft dumps or burns off fuel to reduce its landing weight. 
Generally associated with an on-board emergency where there is a 
requirement to reduce its landing weight. 


Incomplete Sortie / Mission Where the safety event results in the sortie / mission not being 
completed as planned 


Missed Approach / Go-Around 


Where an approach can no longer be continued based on the crew or 
ATC assessment that the approach has been compromised. The missed 
approach takes into account de-confliction from ground obstacles and 
from other air traffic in the airfield vicinity. 


Rejected Take-Off 


Any circumstance by which aircraft discontinues the take-off after 
commencement of the take-off roll. The situation which follows when it 
is decided to stop an aircraft during the take-off roll and may be 
initiated by flight crew or ATC. 


Return Home Mode A UAS system reverts to return home mode. 
Other - Consequential Events Consequential events not specifically covered elsewhere. 


 







Maintenance 
Keywords


Aircraft 
Maintenance


• Aeronautical Product
Maintenance


• Aircraft Stores
Maintenance


• Aerial Delivery
Equipment
Maintenance


• Aircraft Related
Equipment
Maintenance


• Aviation Support
System Maintenance


Fault Detection • Fault not isolated / detected / identified
• Fault Detection - Other


Removal / Installation


• AP / ADE Not / Incorrectly Fitted / Configured
• Incorrect software  /  firmware installed
• Unserviceable AP / ADE installed
• Incorrect / unapproved AP / ADE installed
• AP/ADE Not/Incorrectly/Inadequately Secured Torqued and/or Lockwired
• System Not / Incorrectly Removed / Installed
• Panel Not / Incorrectly Installed / Closed
• Replenishment cap not / incorrectly fitted
• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out
• Removal / Installation - Other


Flight Servicing


• System not / incorrectly replenished
• Panel Not / Incorrectly Installed / Closed
• Replenishment cap not / incorrectly fitted
• Item Not Removed / Fitted / Secured BF or AF
• AP / ADE / AS Not Correctly Configured BF or AF
• Flight Servicing - Other


Launch / Recovery / 
Ground Operation


• Inappropriate / incorrect / missed action / step
• Item Not Removed / Fitted BF or AF
• Entered engine / prop / rotor / control danger zone
• Entered RADHAZ zone
• Launch / Recovery / Ground Operation - Other


Aircraft / Aeronautical 
Product / Stores 


Damage


• Ground movement  /  towing  /  jacking
• Ground running  /  operation  /  extension
• Movement of GSE / TE
• Failure to secure / protect
• Removal / installation / repair / load / unload
• Dropped tool / equipment
• Improper / incorrect use of tools / GSE / TE
• Use Of Incorrect / Unserviceable Tools / GSE / TE
• Aircraft / AP / Store Damage - Other


Repair


• Repair not carried out
• Repair partially carried out
• Repair incorrectly carried out
• Unapproved repair carried out
• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out
• Repair - Other


Documentation / 
Certification


• Undocumented maintenance
• Maintenance / Config Incorrectly Documented
• Maintenance not / incorrectly certified
• Maintenance not / incorrectly deferred
• Weight and balance anomaly
• Release / Acceptance Anomaly
• AP / AS / ADE documentation / publication anomaly
• Documentation / Certification - Other


Foreign Object Control
• Foreign object / debris found on tarmac / deck
• Foreign object / debris found in aircraft
• Missing / lost object
• Foreign Object Control - Other


Tool Control
• Tool / equipment found on tarmac / deck
• Tool / equipment left / found in aircraft
• Missing tool / equipment
• Tool Control – Other


Maintenance Control / 
Coordination 


• Aircraft scheduled / deferred maintenance / servicing / modification overdue
• Airworthiness directive / instruction overdue
• AP / AS / ADE time / life expired
• Unauthorised maintenance activity
• Maintenance Management Information System Anomaly
• Maintenance conducted with aircraft in loaded / unsafe / incorrect configuration
• Maintenance Control / Coordination - Other


Aircraft Stores Loading / 
Unloading


• AS Not / Incorrectly Fitted / Configured
• Unserviceable AS loaded
• Incorrect / unapproved AS loaded
• Aircraft / AS configuration mismatch
• Panel Not / Incorrectly Installed / Closed
• AS safety device not / incorrectly installed
• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out
• AS loading / unloading safety anomaly
• Aircraft stores Loading / Unloading – Other


Maintenance Control / 
Coordination


• Scheduled / deferred maintenance / servicing / modification overdue
• Airworthiness Directive / Instruction Overdue
• AP / AS / ADE Time / Life Expired
• Unauthorised maintenance activity
• MMIS Operation / Performance / Process Anomaly
• Mx Conducted In Loaded / Unsafe / Wrong Configuration
• Maintenance Control / Coordination - Other


Tool Control
• Tool / equipment found in work area
• Tool / equipment left / found in equipment / system
• Missing tool / equipment
• Tool Control - Other


Foreign Object Control
• Foreign object / debris found in work area
• Foreign object / debris found in equipment
• Missing / lost object
• Foreign Object Control - Other


Documentation / 
Certification


• Undocumented maintenance
• Maintenance incorrectly documented
• Maintenance not / incorrectly certified
• Maintenance not / incorrectly deferred
• Documentation / Publication Anomaly
• Documentation / Certification - Other


Fault Detections • Fault not isolated / detected / identified
• Fault Detection - Other


Repair / Replace / 
Recondition


• Not / Incorrectly Repaired / Replaced / Reconditioned
• Incorrect software  /  firmware installed
• Unserviceable Item Installed
• Incorrect / Unapproved Item Installed
• Item Not / Incorrectly / Inadequately Secured
• System not / incorrectly / replenished
• Access Panel / Cover Not / Wrongly Installed / Closed
• Replenishment cap not / incorrectly fitted
• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out
• Repair / Replace / Recondition - Other


System Servicing / 
Operation


• System servicing not / incorrectly performed
• Inappropriate / incorrect / missed action / step
• System not / incorrectly replenished
• Access Panel / Cover Not / Wrongly Installed / Closed
• Replenishment cap not / incorrectly fitted
• Item Not Removed / Fitted / Secured Before / After Use
• System not correctly configured before / after use
• Entered danger zone
• System Servicing / Operation - Other


System / Equipment / 
Stores Damage


• Movement Of System / Equipment / Stores
• Operation
• Movement of GSE / TE
• Failure to secure / protect
• Repair / replace / recondition
• Dropped tool / equipment
• Improper Or Incorrect Use / Operation Of Appropriate Tools, GSE Or TE
• Incorrect / Defect / Uncalibrated Tools / GSE / TE
• Foreign object / debris damage
• System / Item / Equipment / Stores Damage - Other
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Maintenance Type Description 


Aircraft Maintenance 


Any ground based removal, installation, repair, load, unload, inspection, 
configuration change, servicing, movement, operation, test or any other activity 
carried out on an aircraft or Aeronautical Product, Aerial Delivery Equipment or 
Aeronautical Stores fitted to an aircraft. 


Aeronautical Product Maintenance 


Any off-aircraft repair, replacement, reconditioning, reconfiguration, inspection, 
servicing, operation, test or any other activity carried out on an Aeronautical 
Product. 


Aircraft Stores Maintenance 


Any off-aircraft repair, replacement, reconditioning, reconfiguration, inspection, 
servicing, operation, test or any other activity carried out on an Aeronautical 
Stores. 


Aerial Delivery Equipment Maintenance 


Any off-aircraft repair, replacement, reconditioning, reconfiguration, inspection, 
servicing, operation, test or any other activity carried out on Aerial Delivery 
Equipment. 


Aircraft Related Equipment Maintenance 
Any repair, replacement, reconditioning, reconfiguration, inspection, servicing, 
operation, test or any other activity carried out on ARE. 


Other Support System Maintenance  


Any repair, replacement, reconditioning, reconfiguration, inspection, servicing, 
operation, test or any other activity carried out on Other Support System 
equipment and/or facilities (if applicable). 


  
Level 3 Maintenance Keywords for Aircraft Maintenance 


 
Level 3 Aircraft Maintenance Keyword Description 
Maintenance Control / Coordination  


 • Aircraft Scheduled / Deferred 
Maintenance / Serv / Mod Overdue 


A scheduled or deferred maintenance, servicing, modification or any other 
scheduled / periodic activity was identified to be overdue on an aircraft. 


• Airworthiness Directive / Instruction 
Overdue 


 An airworthiness directive, instruction or any other airworthiness authority 
direction / activity was identified to be overdue on an aircraft. 


• AP / AS / ADE Time / Life Expired Aeronautical Product / Aeronautical Stores / Aerial Delivery Equipment fitted to 
an aircraft was identified to be time or life expired. 


• Unauthorised Maintenance Activity An activity carried out on an aircraft was identified to be an unauthorised / 
unapproved maintenance activity. 


• Maintenance Management Information 
System Anomaly 


An anomaly was identified with a process or the operation / performance / 
availability of the MMIS used to record / document aircraft configuration and 
maintenance activity. Includes: CAMM2, EE500 / EE508s. 


• Maintenance Conducted With Aircraft In 
Loaded / Unsafe / Wrong Configuration 


An activity was carried out on an aircraft in a loaded, unsafe or incorrect 
configuration; e.g. when safety pins are not installed in landing gear, ejection 
seats, stores etc. or the aircraft is hangared with crackers / EO fitted. 


• Maintenance Control / Coordination - 
Other 


A maintenance control / coordination issue does not fit the definitions of the 
other Maintenance Control / Coordination categories. 


Foreign Object Control 
 


• Foreign Object / Debris Found On Tarmac 
/ Deck 


A foreign object (excluding tools and equipment) or debris was found on the 
tarmac, hangar floor, taxiway, runway, deck or any other surface over which 
aircraft traverse. 


• Foreign Object / Debris Found In Aircraft 
A foreign object (excluding tools and equipment) or debris was found in or on an 
aircraft or Aeronautical Product / Aeronautical Stores / Aerial Delivery Equipment 
fitted to an aircraft. 


• Missing / Lost Object An object (excluding tools and equipment) was / is missing / lost and is suspected 
/ was found to be in, on or around an aircraft. 


• Foreign Object Control - Other   A foreign object control issue does not fit the definitions of the other Foreign 
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Object Control categories. 


Tool Control 
 • Tool / Equipment Found On Tarmac / 


Deck 
 An aircraft related tool or equipment was found on the tarmac, hangar floor, 
taxiway, runway, deck or any other surface over which aircraft traverse. 


• Tool / Equipment Left / Found In Aircraft 
An aircraft related tool or equipment was left / found in or on an aircraft or 
Aeronautical Product / Aeronautical Stores / Aerial Delivery Equipment fitted to 
an aircraft. 


• Missing Tool / Equipment  An aircraft related tool or equipment was / is missing / lost. 


• Tool Control - Other 
A tool control issue does not fit the definitions of the other Tool Control 
categories. 


Documentation / Certification 
 


• Undocumented Maintenance A maintenance activity carried out on an aircraft was undocumented in the 
Aircraft Maintenance Documentation (AMD). 


• Maintenance / Config Incorrectly 
Documented 


A maintenance activity carried out on an aircraft, or the configuration of an 
aircraft, was incorrectly documented in the Aircraft Maintenance Documentation 
(AMD). Includes: Incorrect data entry, incorrect / absent unserviceability / 
rectification details, etc. 


• Maintenance Not / Incorrectly Certified 
A maintenance activity carried out on an aircraft, including inspections, was not 
or incorrectly certified in the Aircraft Maintenance Documentation (AMD). 
Includes: Maintenance certified by unqualified / unauthorised personnel. 


• Maintenance Not / Incorrectly Deferred 
An aircraft unserviceability, servicing, special maintenance requirement, 
inspection, modification, airworthiness directive / instruction, etc. was not or 
incorrectly deferred in the Aircraft Maintenance Documentation (AMD). 


• Weight And Balance Anomaly 


 An anomaly with the aircraft's weight and balance was identified in the AMD, 
load sheets or any other weight and balance maintenance documentation used 
by aircrew. An anomaly with the aircraft's weight and balance was identified in 
the Aircraft Maintenance Documentation (AMD), load sheets or any other weight 
and balance maintenance documentation used by aircrew. 


• Release / Acceptance Anomaly 
An anomaly with the maintenance or captain release or acceptance of the aircraft 
was identified in the AMD. 


• AP / AS / ADE Documentation / 
Publication Anomaly 


An anomaly was identified with Aeronautical Product / Aeronautical Stores / 
Aerial Delivery Equipment documentation, including related publications. 
Includes: Serviceability tags, usage documents, etc. Excludes: Aircraft publication 
deficiencies - refer Contributing Factors taxonomy. 


• Documentation / Certification - Other A documentation / certification issue that does not fit the definitions of the other 
Documentation / Certification categories. 


Fault Detection 
 


• Fault Not Isolated / Detected / Identified 
 A fault or defect with an aircraft system exists but was not isolated / detected / 
identified by maintenance personnel during fault isolation or troubleshooting and 
subsequently manifests itself to aircrew. 


• Fault Detection - Other  
 A fault detection issue does not fit the definitions of the other Fault Detection 
categories. 
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Removal / Installation 
 


• AP / ADE Not / Incorrectly Fitted / 
Configured  


 Aeronautical Product/Aerial Delivery Equipment was not or incorrectly installed, 
connected, rigged or configured during removal & install to an aircraft. Excludes 
software/firmware & Aeronautical Stores. 


• Incorrect Software/Firmware Installed   Incorrect/incompatible software/firmware was installed in the aircraft or 
Aeronautical Product fitted to the aircraft. 


• Unserviceable AP/ADE Installed  
 Unserviceable Aeronautical Product/Aerial Delivery Equipment was fitted to an 
aircraft. Excludes: Aeronautical Product/Aerial Delivery Equipment that 
subsequently becomes U/S post fitment to an aircraft & Aeronautical Stores. 


• Incorrect/Unapproved AP/ADE Installed   Incorrect, unapproved or unauthorised Aeronautical Product/Aerial Delivery 
Equipment was fitted to an aircraft. Excludes aircraft stores. 


• AP/ADE Not/Incorrectly/Inadequately 
Secured Torqued and/or Lockwired  


 Aeronautical Product/Aerial Delivery Equipment fitted to an aircraft was not, 
incorrectly or inadequately torqued, lockwired or otherwise properly secured. 
Excludes panels/covers/caps & Aeronautical Stores. 


• System Not / Incorrectly Removed / 
Installed  


 An aircraft system or sub-system was not, incorrectly or inadequately 
replenished during mx activity other than flight servicing. Includes replenishment 
with incorrect/insufficient POL, oxygen, etc. 


• Panel Not/Incorrectly Installed/Closed  
 An access panel/cover was not or incorrectly installed/closed/secured during 
maintenance activity other than flight servicing and Aeronautical Stores 
loading/unloading. 


• Replenishment Cap Not/Incorrectly 
Fitted  


 A POL replenishment cap opened/removed during a maintenance activity other 
than flight servicing was not or incorrectly closed or secured. 


• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out 


 A required progressive or independent maintenance inspection was not 
physically carried out during maintenance activity other than on-aircraft repair & 
Aeronautical Stores loading/unloading. 


• Removal/ Installation - Other 
A removal/ installation issue does not fit the definitions of the other removal/ 
installation categories 


Repair 
 • Repair Not Carried Out   A required on-aircraft repair was not carried out. 


• Repair Partially Carried Out   A required on-aircraft repair was only partially carried out. 
• Repair Incorrectly Carried Out   A required on-aircraft repair was incorrectly carried out. 
• Unapproved Repair Carried Out   An unapproved on-aircraft repair was carried out. 


• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out   A required progressive or independent maintenance inspection (IMI) was not 
physically carried out during an on-aircraft repair activity. 


• Repair -Other   A repair issue does not fit the definitions of the other Repair categories. 


Aircraft Store Loading / Unloading 
 


• AS Not / Incorrectly Fitted / Configured  An Aeronautical Stores was not or incorrectly installed, connected, rigged, 
configured or locked during loading / fitment to an aircraft. 


• Unserviceable AS Loaded  
 An unserviceable Aeronautical Stores was loaded / fitted to an aircraft. Excludes: 
An Aeronautical Stores that subsequently becomes unserviceable post fitment to 
an aircraft. 


• Incorrect / Unapproved AS Loaded  
 Incorrect, unapproved or unauthorised Aeronautical Stores was loaded / fitted to 
an aircraft. 


• Aircraft / AS Configuration Mismatch  
 There was a mismatch between the physical configuration of Aeronautical Stores 
loaded to an aircraft and the configuration entered into the stores management 
system (SMS) of the aircraft. 


• Panel Not / Incorrectly Installed / Closed   An access panel / cover was not or incorrectly installed / closed / secured during 
Aeronautical Stores loading / unloading. 


• AS Safety Device Not / Incorrectly 
Installed  


 An Aeronautical Stores safety / arming device was not or incorrectly installed 
during Aeronautical Stores loading / fitment. 
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• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out  A required progressive or independent maintenance inspection (IMI) was not 
physically carried out during Aeronautical Stores loading / unloading. 


• AS Loading / Unloading Safety Anomaly  
 A safety issue potentially impacting the safety of the load / unload crew, other 
personnel and / or the aircraft occurred during Aeronautical Stores loading / 
unloading / fitment. Includes: Line safety management deficiencies. 


• Aircraft Store Loading / Unloading - 
Other 


 An aircraft store loading / unloading issue does not fit the definitions of the other 
Aircraft Store Loading / Unloading categories. 


Flight Servicing 
 


• System Not / Incorrectly Replenished  
 An aircraft system or sub-system was not, incorrectly or inadequately 
replenished during flight servicing. Includes: Replenishment with incorrect or 
insufficient POL, oxygen, nitrogen, etc. 


• Panel Not / Incorrectly Installed / Closed  
 An access panel or cover opened during a flight servicing was not or incorrectly 
installed / closed / secured. Excludes: Replenishment caps - refer other Flight 
Servicing categories. 


• Replenishment Cap Not / Incorrectly 
Fitted  


 A POL replenishment cap opened / removed during a flight servicing was not or 
incorrectly closed or secured. 


• Item Not Removed / Fitted / Secured BF 
or AF  


 An item was not removed / reset / stowed or fitted / pulled / extended during 
flight servicing, including pins, bungs, covers, circuit breakers, switches, etc. 
Excludes: Launch / recovery / ground operation - refer L/R/GO. 


• AP / ADE / AS Not Correctly Configured 
BF or AF  


 An aircraft system, equipment or store was not or incorrectly configured during 
flight servicing. Excludes: Items required to be removed / actioned before or 
fitted / actioned after flight - refer other Flight Servicing categories. 


• Flight Servicing - Other 
 A flight servicing issue does not fit the definitions of the other flight servicing 
categories. 


Launch / Recovery / Ground Operation 
 


• Inappropriate / Incorrect / Missed Action 
/ Step  


 An inappropriate, incorrect or missed action / step was carried out during launch, 
recovery or ground operation. Includes: Incorrect marshalling, etc. Excludes: 
Entering danger zones or removing / fitting items - refer other L/R/GO. 


• Item Not Removed / Fitted BF or AF  
 An item was not removed / reset / stowed or fitted / pulled / extended during 
launch / recovery / ground operation, including pins, bungs, covers, circuit 
breakers, switches, ladders etc. Excludes: Flight servicing - refer Flight Servicing. 


• Entered Engine / Prop / Rotor / Control 
Dangerzone  


 Personnel entered engine, propeller, rotor or control surface danger zone while 
aircraft engine(s) running or ground operation. 


• Entered RADHAZ Zone   Personnel entered radiation hazard zone while aircraft system active. 


• Launch / Recovery / Ground Operation - 
Other 


 A launch / recovery / ground operation issue does not fit the definitions of the 
other Launch / Recovery / Ground Operation categories. 
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Aircraft / Aeronautical Product / Store Damage 
 


• Ground Movement / Towing / Jacking  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged during any 
ground movement, including towing, pushing, jacking, hoisting, carrying, lifting, 
etc Excludes: Removal / installation / repair / load / unload of Aeronautical 
Product or Aeronautical Stores. 


• Ground Running / Operation / Extension  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged during 
ground running or operation, including engine runs, functional tests, landing gear 
/ hook / boom / probe extensions, canopy / ramp / door operation, control 
surface movement, radome/bay opening, etc. 


• Movement Of GSE / TE  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged during 
movement of GSE / TE, including carts / rigs / trolleys, stands / ramps / platforms 
/ ladders, tow motors / fuel trucks / loaders / other vehicles, etc. Excludes: 
Improper / incorrect use. 


• Failure To Secure / Protect  
 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged due to 
failure to secure / protect, including failure to chock, tiedown, hangar / carport, 
cover or protect / secure in any other manner. 


• Removal / Installation / Repair / Load / 
Unload  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged during the 
removal, installation, repair, load or unload of Aeronautical Product or 
Aeronautical Stores. Excludes: Loading / unloading of air cargo. 


• Dropped Tool / Equipment   An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged due to a 
tool or item of equipment being dropped during maintenance activity. 


• Improper / Incorrect Use Of Tools / GSE / 
TE  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged due to 
improper or incorrect use / operation of appropriate tools, GSE (including tow 
motors / loaders / carts / trolleys etc) or TE. 


• Use Of Incorrect / Unserviceable Tools / 
GSE / TE  


 An aircraft, Aeronautical Product or Aeronautical Stores was damaged due to 
use/operation of an incorrect, defective or uncalibrated tool, GSE or TE. 


• Aircraft / AP / Store Damage - Other   An Aircraft / Aeronautical Product / Store Damage issue does not fit the 
definitions of the other Aircraft / Aeronautical Product / Store Damage categories 
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Level 3 Maintenance Keywords for: 


Aeronautical Product Maintenance 


Aircraft Stores Maintenance 


Aircraft Related Equipment Maintenance 


Other Support System Maintenance 


Level 3 Maintenance Keywords Description 


Maintenance Control / Coordination  
• Scheduled / Deferred Mx / Servicing / 


Mod Overdue 
A scheduled or deferred maintenance, servicing, modification or any other 
scheduled / periodic activity was identified to be overdue on an aircraft. 


• Airworthiness Directive / Instruction 
Overdue 


An airworthiness directive, instruction or any other airworthiness authority 
direction / activity was identified to be overdue on an aircraft. 


• AP / AS / ADE Time / Life Expired AP, AS or ADE fitted to an aircraft was identified to be time or life expired. 


• Unauthorised Maintenance Activity 
An activity carried out on an aircraft was identified to be an unauthorised / 
unapproved maintenance activity. 


• MMIS Operation / Performance / 
Process Anomaly 


An anomaly was identified with a process or the operation / performance / 
availability of the MMIS used to record / document aircraft configuration and 
maintenance activity. Includes: CAMM2, EE500 / EE508s. 


• Mx Conducted In Loaded / Unsafe / 
Wrong Configuration 


An activity was carried out on an aircraft in a loaded, unsafe or incorrect 
configuration; e.g. when safety pins are not installed in landing gear, ejection 
seats, stores etc. or the aircraft is hangared with crackers / EO fitted. 


• Maintenance Control / Coordination - 
Other 


A maintenance control / coordination issue does not fit the definitions of the 
other Maintenance Control / Coordination categories. 


Foreign Object Control  
• Foreign Object / Debris Found In Work 


Area 
A foreign object (excluding tools and equipment) or debris was found in the 
work environment. 


• Foreign Object / Debris Found In 
Equipment 


A foreign object (excluding tools and equipment) or debris was found in a 
system, equipment or AS. 


• Missing / Lost Object 
An object (excluding tools and equipment) was / is missing / lost in the work 
environment. 


• Foreign Object Control - Other 
A foreign object control issue does not fit the definitions of the other Foreign 
Object Control categories. 


Tool Control  
• Tool / Equipment Found In Work Area A tool or equipment was found in an inappropriate location of the work area. 


• Tool / Equip Left / Found In Equipment / 
System 


A tool or equipment was left / found in a system, equipment or AS. 


• Missing Tool / Equipment A tool or equipment was / is missing / lost. 


• Tool Control - Other 
A tool control issue does not fit the definitions of the other Tool Control 
categories 
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Documentation / Certification  
• Undocumented Maintenance A maintenance activity was undocumented in the maintenance documentation. 


• Maintenance Incorrectly Documented 
A maintenance activity was incorrectly documented in the maintenance 
documentation. Includes: Incorrect data entry (e.g. serial numbers), incorrect / 
absent unserviceability / rectification details, etc. 


• Maintenance Not / Incorrectly Certified 
A maintenance activity, including inspections, was not or incorrectly certified in 
the maintenance documentation. Includes: Maintenance certified by unqualified 
/ unauthorised maintenance personnel. 


• Maintenance Not / Incorrectly Deferred 
An unserviceability, servicing, special maintenance requirement, inspection, 
modification, directive / instruction, etc. was not or incorrectly deferred in the 
maintenance documentation. 


• Documentation / Publication Anomaly 
An anomaly was identified with a system, equipment or AS documentation, 
including related publications. Includes: Serviceability tags, usage documents, 
etc. 


• Documentation / Certification - Other 
A documentation / certification issue does not fit the definitions of the other 
Documentation / Certification categories. 


Fault Detection  


• Fault Not Isolated / Detected / Identified 
A fault or defect with a system, equipment or AS exists but was not isolated / 
detected / identified by maintenance personnel during fault isolation or 
troubleshooting and subsequently manifests itself. 


• Fault Detection - Other 
A fault detection issue does not fit the definitions of the other Fault Detection 
categories. 


Repair / Replace / Recondition  
• Not / Incorrectly Repaired / Replaced / 


Reconditioned 


A system, equipment or AS was not or incorrectly repaired, replaced, 
reconditioned or configured. Excludes: Software / firmware (refer other Repair / 
Replace / Recondition categories). 


• Incorrect Software / Firmware Installed 
Incorrect or incompatible software / firmware was installed in the system, 
equipment or AS. 


• Unserviceable Item Installed 
An unserviceable item was fitted to a system, equipment or AS. Excludes: Items 
that subsequently become unserviceable post fitment. 


• Incorrect / Unapproved Item Installed 
Incorrect, unapproved or unauthorised item was fitted to a system, equipment 
or AS. 


• Item Not / Incorrectly / Inadequately 
Secured 


An item was not, incorrectly or inadequately torqued, lockwired, soldered and / 
or otherwise properly secured. Excludes: Panels / covers / caps (refer other 
Repair / Replace / Recondition categories). 


• System Not / Incorrectly Replenished 
A system or sub - system was not, incorrectly or inadequately replenished during 
maintenance activity other than system servicing / operation. 


• Access Panel / Cover Not / Wrongly 
Installed / Closed 


An access panel / cover was not or incorrectly installed / closed / secured during 
maintenance activity other than system servicing / operation. 


• Replenishment Cap Not / Incorrectly 
Fitted 


A POL replenishment cap opened / removed during a maintenance activity other 
than system servicing / operation was not or incorrectly closed or secured. 


• Maintenance Inspection Not Carried Out 
A required progressive or independent maintenance inspection (IMI) was not 
physically carried out during maintenance activity. 


• Repair / Replace / Recondition - Other 
A repair / replace / recondition / reconfigure issue that does not fit the 
definitions of the other repair / replace / recondition / reconfigure categories. 


System Servicing / Operation  
• System Servicing Not / Incorrectly 


Performed 


A system servicing was not or incorrectly performed. Excludes: Replenishments, 
item removal / fitment / closure, and system configuration.  Refer other System 
Servicing / Operation categories. 


• Inappropriate / Incorrect / Missed 
Action / Step 


An inappropriate, incorrect or missed action / step was carried out during 
system operation. Excludes: Entering danger zones or removing / fitting items. 
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Refer other System Servicing / Operation categories. 


• System Not / Incorrectly Replenished 
A system or sub-system was not, incorrectly or inadequately replenished during 
system servicing / operation. 


• Access Panel / Cover Not / Wrongly 
Installed / Closed 


An access panel or cover opened during a system servicing was not or incorrectly 
installed / closed / secured. Excludes: Replenishment caps. Refer other System 
Servicing / Operation categories. 


• Replenishment Cap Not / Incorrectly 
Fitted 


A POL replenishment cap opened / removed during a system servicing was not 
or incorrectly closed or secured. 


• Item Not Removed / Fitted / Secured 
Before / After Use 


An item was not removed / reset / stowed before or fitted / pulled / extended 
after system operation, including pins, bungs, covers, circuit breakers, switches, 
etc. 


• System Not Correctly Configured Before 
/ After Use 


A system or sub-system was not, incorrectly or inadequately replenished during 
system servicing / operation. 


• Entered Danger Zone 
A defined danger zone was entered without appropriate authorisation. Includes 
RADHAZ zones, laser hazard zones, intake/exhaust zones etc 


• System Servicing / Operation - Other 
A system servicing / operation issue does not fit the definitions of the other 
System Servicing / Operation categories. 


System / Equipment / Store Damage  
• Movement Of System / Equipment / 


Stores 
A system, equipment or AS was damaged during movement. 


• Operation A system, equipment or AS was damaged during operation. 


• Movement Of GSE / TE 
A system, equipment or AS was damaged during movement of GSE / TE. 
Excludes: Improper / incorrect use. Refer other System / Equipment / Store 
Damage categories. 


• Failure To Secure / Protect A system, equipment or AS was damaged due to failure to secure / protect. 


• Repair / Replace / Recondition 
A system, equipment or AS was damaged during repair, replacement or 
reconditioning. 


• Dropped Tool / Equipment 
A system, equipment or AS was damaged due to a tool or item of equipment 
being dropped during maintenance activity. 


• Improper Or Incorrect Use / Operation 
Of Appropriate Tools, GSE Or TE 


A system, equipment or AS was damaged due to improper or incorrect use / 
operation of appropriate tools, GSE or TE. 


• Incorrect / Defect / Uncalibrated Tools / 
GSE / TE 


A system, equipment or AS was damaged due to use / operation of an incorrect, 
defective or uncalibrated tool, GSE or TE. 


• Foreign Object / Debris Damage 


A system, equipment or AS was damaged by a foreign object or debris. Excludes: 
Damage caused by tool / GSE / TE use (refer other System / Equipment / Store 
Damage categories), and foreign objects / debris that do not cause damage 
(refer FOC and TC). 


• System / Equipment / Store Damage - 
Other 


A system / equipment / store damage issue does not fit the definitions of the 
other System / Equipment / Store Damage categories. 
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Other Support System  Keyword 


Level 1 Description 


Aerial Delivery   


Aerodrome / Ship Lighting Safety events relating to aerodrome and ship based lighting systems designed and 
operated for the purpose of providing lighting for the safe operation of aircraft. 


Aerodrome Rescue and Fire 
Fighting (ARFF) 


Safety events relating to the provision of Aerodrome rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) 
services. i.e. those services whose principal objective is the preservation of life and material 
in the event of an aircraft accident or incident occurring at, or in the vicinity of, an 
aerodrome. 


Aeronautical Information (AI) 
Safety events relating to the provision of aeronautical information and other required data 
necessary for the safety and efficiency of air navigation by the ADF Aeronautical 
Information Service Provider (AISP). 


Aeronautical Life Support 
Equipment (ALSE) 


Safety events relating to safety of mission equipment to be carried or worn by crew or 
passengers when operating aircraft in a military configuration, role or environment. 


Air Battle Management (ABM) 


Safety issues relating to the provision of Air Battle Management (ABM) services. i.e. the 
control of military air operations in an area of operations including the control and 
coordination of defensive counter air, offensive counter air, strategic attack, close air 
support and other warfighting or supporting air activities. 


Air Traffic Management 


Safety events relating to the provision of Air Traffic Management (ATM). i.e. the dynamic, 
integrated management of air traffic and airspace in a safe, economical and efficient 
manner through the provision of facilities and seamless services in collaboration with all 
parties involving airborne and ground-based functions. 


Air Weapons Ranges (AWR)   


Aircraft Movement Areas Safety events relating to the surfaces of the aerodrome used for take-off, landing, and 
taxiing or aircraft including apron areas. 


Arrestor Systems Safety events relating to aerodrome and ship based aircraft arrestor system 


Aviation Medical Services (MED) 
Safety events relating to the provision of military medical services concerned with the 
interaction between the aerospace environment and human physiology, psychology and 
pathology. 


Communications, Navigation and 
Surveillance (CNS) 


Safety events relating to Communications, Navigation and Surveillance equipment 
designed and operated for the purpose of supporting the provision of Air Navigation 
Services. 


Fuel Systems Safety events relating to aerodrome and ship based aviation fuel systems. 
Joint Personnel Recovery (JPR)   


Meteorology Services (MET) 
Safety events relating to the provision of a service that provides area and terminal weather 
information services that safely support aviation activities, such as flight planning and en-
route diversion decisions based upon changing weather conditions. 


Oxygen - Liquid / Gaseous Safety events relating to aerodrome and ship based aviation oxygen systems. 
Terminal Attack Control (TAC)   
Other - Other Support System Safety events relate to Other Support Systems not covered elsewhere 


 


Other Support System  Keyword 
Level 2 Description 


Materiel Failure The system has failed to perform as expected (with no human or organisational 
factors apparent). The failure did not result in a "Flight Operations" event, 
however, it has the potential to affect flight safety. 


Operation / Procedures  There is a shortcoming in the operation of, or procedures relating to the system. 
The shortcoming did not result in a "Flight Operations" event, however, it has the 
potential to affect flight safety. 


Inadequate / Inappropriate The system is inadequate or inappropriate for the intended purpose. This did not 
result in a "Flight Operations" event, however, it has the potential to affect flight 
safety. 
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Aerial Delivery Keyword  Level 2 Description 


Airdrop  Delivery of cargo from aircraft in flight. There are three current methods of 
Airdrop: Free Drop, Low Velocity Airdrop, High Velocity Airdrop. 


External Air Transport  Is a mode of delivery where by a load item is externally lifted and transported 
underneath a rotary wing aircraft. 


Airland Delivery of personnel and / or cargo from point to point, in which the cargo is 
delivered by air landing. 


Parachute Delivery of personnel from aircraft in flight. This includes Military Static Line, 
Military Free Fall and personnel following cargo - Parachute Load Follow (PLF). 


 


Aerial Delivery 
Keyword  Level 2 


Aerial Delivery Keyword  Level 3 Description 


Airdrop Type V Platform Type V Aluminium Platform is constructed using 24 inch 
panels configured in 8ft – 32ft lengths. 


Airdrop Metal Framed Platform (MFP)  Is a disposable platform constructed from aluminium and 
plywood that is designed for marine operations. 


Airdrop Marine Craft Aerial Delivery 
System (MCADS) 


Is a purpose designed platform for deployment of the Rigid 
Hull Inflatable Boat. 


Airdrop Container Delivery Systems 
(CDS)  


Container loads is a term used to group together the 
methods of airdropping supplies contained either with a 
number of straps or within a specifically designed webbing 
container. Container loads can be door bundles, compacts, 
A22 containers or Alternate Container Delivery System loads 
(ACDS). An airdrop system is used to deliver general items 
up to a maximum of 2200 lbs. Airdrop items are packed 
using A-7A cargo slings, an A-21 adjustable container or an 
A-22 cargo bag (including JPADS). Containers are airdropped 
using energy dissipating material and generally have a 
plywood skid on the bottom of the container. 


Airdrop Free Drop Is the delivery of certain non-fragile items without the use of 
parachutes or other retarding devices. Items, which are to 
be delivered by free drop, require special preparation to 
prevent damage from landing shock. Items such as liquids 
require durable, flexible containers, while other items 
require padding or special containers. Free Drop is only 
performed with small robust items. 


Airdrop Support Equipment Orders, 
Instructions, Procedures 


  


Airdrop Airdrop Loading   
Airdrop Inspections and Serviceability   
External Air 
Transport 


Uncleared Loads An item of equipment that has not undergone any formal 
development for flight under ADF rotary wing aircraft, and, 
therefore does not have a written procedure that identifies 
the manner in which it’s flown including speed load density 
and operating limitations. 


External Air 
Transport 


Cleared Loads   


External Air 
Transport 


Permitted Loads   
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External Air 
Transport 


Aircraft Recovery Aircraft recovery of ADF downed aircraft by rotary wing is 
conducted by AMTDU and involves the use of specialised 
aircraft recovery equipment, standard ADE and OIP for 
specific aircraft types. 


External Air 
Transport 


Support Equipment Orders, 
Instructions, Procedures 


  


External Air 
Transport 


Inspections and Serviceability   


Airland Standard Loads   
Airland Special Loads   
Airland General Cargo   
Airland Aircraft Limitations   
Airland Support Equipment Orders, 


Instructions, Procedures 
  


Airland Inspections and Serviceability   
Parachute PLF Combination Load Parachute Load Follow (PLF) is the combination of personnel 


parachuting and low velocity airdrop onto the same drop 
zone. 


Parachute Personnel   
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Introduction 


Interviews are an important part of safety investigations. They provide an opportunity to gather 
relevant and accurate information to reconstruct an event and to better understand how and why it 
happened.  


Effective interviewing is an essential skill that takes time, practice and motivation to develop and 
maintain. A poor interview may undermine the outcomes of an investigation, but a good interview 
can reveal critical details and information that may be a turning point.  


This guide aims to bring together information from a number of sources to produce a consolidated 
tool about effective interviewing techniques for safety investigators. 


What is the purpose of Safety Investigation Interviews? 


An interview is an important tool that investigators can utilise to gather relevant and accurate 
information. As such, safety investigation interviews often aim to collect reliable information from 
interviewees to determine what happened, why it happened and corroborate other pieces of 
information. This collected information also assists in accepting and rejecting investigative hypotheses 
about how and why an event happened.  


Interviews also provide an opportunity to identify other interviewees that may possess relevant 
information to the event as well as identifying other relevant investigative actions, such as collecting 
new information or reviewing existing information.  
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Who should be interviewed? 


Deciding who to interview, and at what point in the investigation to conduct the interview, depends 
on the event as well as the interview itself.  


Interviews may be conducted with the following types of personnel: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


What are the objectives of my interview? 


It is important to consider what the overarching objectives of each interview are before you begin 
interviewing. A simple way of beginning this process is by thinking about an interview in the context 
of “At the end of this interview, I want the know the following; Issue 1, Issue 2, etc…” When creating 
interview objectives one should consider: 


 What ‘obviously’ needs to be included (such as the event timeline); 
 What should be included based on your own experiences; and 
 Using a structured thinking approach to developing interviewing objectives. 1 


Two common structured thinking approaches to interview objectives include mind maps and grids. 


Mind Map. A mind map places the key event at the centre and begins to expand outwards as you 
identify topics you want to know more about. As you categorise these topics you can begin to identify 
more specific aspects within each topic that you want to explore (see Figure 2). 


                                                           
1 A structured thinking approach is the process of creating or putting a framework to an unstructured problem 
to look at things at a macro level as well as identifying areas which required deeper understanding.  


Direct


• Directly involved. Should be interviewed as soon as possible to avoid degradation of
memories of the event. May include aircrew, air traffic controllers, engineers,
maintenance support, contractors and witnesses.


Indirect


• Indirectly involved. May be able to provide significant information about the
situational, organisational or technical factors that may have contributed to the event.
May include supervisors, safety officers or peers of those involved.


Experts


• Subject Matter Experts. May have specialist knowledge that can be useful to an
investigation. For example, they may be able to provide information about how
something should work, as compared to how it did work.
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Figure 1. Mind Maps can be used to identify and set out interview objectives. 


 


Grid. Grids can be used to chart out key topic areas that you want to know more about. Similar to 
mind maps, as you categorise these topics you can begin to identify more specific aspects within each 
topic that you want to explore (see Figure 3).  


Figure 2. Grids can be used to identify and set out interview objectives. 


Topic 1 - Weather Topic 2 - Fatigue Topic 3 - Noise 


 Visibility 
 Wind 
 Temperature 
 Etc. 


 Sleep schedule 
 Sleep quality 
 Fatigue Management 
 Etc. 


 Aircraft Noise 
 Communication 
 Etc.  


 


As a variety of different structured thinking approaches for identifying interview objectives exist, 
there is no one optimal approach that should be used. Instead it is recommended that an 
interviewer use whatever approach they feel most comfortable with. This also includes more 
tailored approaches using individualised models. 


What information can be obtained from interviews? 


The amount and variety of relevant and available information will vary depending on the 
circumstances, complexity and severity of the event.  


The C-SHELL model (Figure 1) is a useful tool that can be used to consider the types of information 
that can be focused on during an interview. It is a model that analyses how an individual interacts with 
equipment or systems, the environment around them and other individuals. By asking about each 
aspect of the C-SHELL model, the investigator may start to appreciate why an event happened.  


Crash
Weather


Fatigue


Visibility 


Wind 
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Figure 3. C-SHELL Model can be used to identify areas to explore during an investigation.  


 


Culture. Culture covers all aspects of human culture such as organisational culture, team interactions, 
leadership and communication styles. Example questions include: 


“Describe the safety culture of the unit.”  (Question to ask individual directly or indirectly 
involved) 


“How does the unit manage fatigue?” (Question to ask individual directly or indirectly 
involved) 


Software. Software may include written items such as maps, charts, standard operating procedures, 
checklists, standing instructions, and aircraft flight manuals. Example questions include: 


“Was a checklist used to complete the task?” (Question to ask individual directly involved) 


“Are there processes/procedures that could have prevented the event?” (Question to ask 
subject matter expert) 


Hardware. Hardware includes all physical aspects of the equipment such as instruments, radios, 
navigation equipment, flight control systems, etc. Example questions include: 


“Describe what was displayed on the flight control system.” (Question to ask individual directly 
involved) 


“When was the last time the instruments were tested?” (Question to ask individual directly or 
indirectly involved) 
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Environment. Aspects of the environment include weather, terrain, navigation aids, aircraft cockpit, 
lighting, noise, vibrations, temperature, etc. Example questions include: 


“Describe the weather leading up to and during the event.” (Question to ask individual directly 
or indirectly involved) 


“What was the temperature like inside of the workshop?” (Question to ask individual directly 
or indirectly involved) 


Liveware (Operator). Assessment of the operator in terms of their actions, training, experience, 
knowledge, attitudes, stress level, etc. Example questions include: 


“What actions did you take during the event?” (Question to ask individual directly involved) 


“Describe how the operator was acting leading up to the event.” (Question to ask individual 
indirectly involved) 


“What types of training have you undertaken?” (Question to ask individual directly involved) 


Liveware (Other People). People who interact with the operator have the opportunity to influence 
them and their levels of stress. Example questions include: 


“Describe how the operator was interacting with other crew members at the time of the 
event.” (Question to ask individual indirectly involved) 


“How would you describe optimal team interactions during a similar situation?”  (Question to 
ask directly and indirectly involved parties and subject matter experts) 


Types of Interviews  


There are a number of different ways to conduct an interview. The most appropriate types of interview 
to conduct will depend on the nature of the event and the type of person being interviewed (e.g. 
person directly involved vs. subject matter experts).  


Types of interviews are as follows: 


 Structured Interview. In a structured interview, the interviewer asks a set of pre-planned 
questions about specific areas of interest. This type of interview is typically briefer than free 
recall and is most appropriate for individuals who are not directly involved or for subject 
matter experts.  


 Free Recall. In this type of interview, the interviewee is asked to recount the event at their 
own pace and with the freedom to discuss the event as they recall it. The interviewer prompts 
the interviewee with open-ended questions as necessary and listens for ‘hooks’ – areas where 
more focused recall might be worthy of exploration in subsequent parts of the interview. This 
type of unstructured interview is appropriate for individuals directly involved in the event or 
any witnesses of the event.  


 Cognitive Interview. This type of interview is a systematic approach used to increase the 
amount of information elicited about a particular event that the interviewee was either 
involved in or witnessed. This kind of interview is appropriate for individuals directly involved 
in more serious events [More information about this technique can be found in Advanced 
Interview Techniques – Cognitive Interviewing on page 11]. 
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Interview Micro-Skills 


A variety of techniques (i.e. micro-skills) can be 
utilised that contribute to the overall 
effectiveness of an interview. These techniques 
generally aim to maximise the amount of 
valuable information that can be captured 
within an interview by enhancing the 
interviewer-interviewee relationship. This 
enhancement is achieved through improved 
communication, reduced cognitive bias and 
increased information accuracy. These 
techniques are as follows.  


Building Rapport. It is recommended that an interviewer should invest time at the outset of the 
interview to develop personal rapport with the interviewee. This can be achieved through the initial 
greeting with the interviewee as well as making small talk and asking them to provide detailed 
descriptions of their personal experiences (e.g. professional background, role, etc.). Establishing this 
rapport helps an interviewee feel more psychologically comfortable in sharing information. 


Transferring Control. Transferring control to the interviewee involves the interviewer clarifying the 
interview process from the outset and encouraging the interviewee to play an active role in the 
process. Specifically, the interviewer should aim to openly acknowledge that they were not at the 
scene and as such are not the ones with the information.  


Active Listening. Active listening is considered to be an extension of ‘generic’ communication skills 
and emphasises the use of both verbal and nonverbal communication. Its overarching purpose is to 
exhibit to others you are listening to them. As such, this technique requires a listener to not only hear 
a person but to also accurately understand the meaning behind their words. The use of active listening 
has been found to encourage people to share information as well as increasing a listener’s likeability. 
This is achieved through: 


 Attending behaviours such as maintaining eye contact, adopting an open posture, awareness 
of facial expressions and vocal tone and leaning in to the conversation; 


 Providing subtle feedback while the speaker is talking to indicate that you are listening and 
understanding. This can be achieve through nodding and providing minimal verbal 
encouragers such as “uh-huh”, “mmm-hmm” and “okay”. 


 Conveying your understanding by paraphrasing, summarising or clarifying what the speaker 
has said to you to confirm they have been accurately understood.  


Silence. Pauses in the conversation can be used where appropriate to prompt the interviewee to speak 
or to elicit more information following a response to a question. Interviewees typically interpret 
silence as a cue that it is their turn to speak. As such, this can be used tactfully to encourage an 
interviewee to expand further.  


Concentration. While the interviewee is talking it is important to concentrate on what they are saying, 
rather than thinking about the next questions to ask or being overly focused on note taking. 
Concentrating more on the information the interviewee is eliciting will enable you to more easily pick 
up on ‘hooks’ in the interviewee’s recall. It is also important for interviewers to be aware of their 
physical presence (i.e. body language, facial expression, etc.).  
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Note Taking. Note taking is an essential part of the interview process as it allows you record the 
information, actions and general presence of the interviewee. It is important to ask the interviewee if 
they mind you taking notes and explaining their purpose is purely to ensure you accurately record the 
information they are sharing with you. The following techniques can be used to help interviewers 
maintain a balance between taking effective notes and focusing on the interviewee:  


 Develop your own form of shorthand (using abbreviations, acronyms, symbols etc.) to quickly 
note information to be expanded later;  


 Record both the question/topic of interest and the interviewee’s response. Noting the 
question is an effective way to put notes into context;  


 Focus on noting key phrases, main points and memory joggers; and  
 Ask the interviewee to repeat information if required. This will ensure important information 


is captured and shows that you are treating what they say as important. 


Figure 4. Example of how the grid approach used for identifying interview objectives can be 
transformed for note taking.  


Topic Interviewee Account Follow-Up 


Weather 
 Visibility 
 Wind 
 Temperature 
 Etc. 


 Heavy rainfall made it 
difficult to see runway 


   


 


It is also recommended that an interviewer reviews their notes as soon as possible after the 
interview to ensure their coherency and clarity as well as adding any additional information.  


Impartiality. A good interviewer puts aside personal perceptions or prejudice towards the subject 
matter or interviewee and listens to the whole recall of the event without making assumptions or 
drawing early conclusions. This also applies to the phrasing and types of questions an interviewer 
should utilise as to not bias interviewee responses [More information about this can be found in 
Interview Questioning Techniques below].  


Use of Props. The accuracy of interviewee accounts can be improved through the use of non-verbal 
outputs such as models of equipment, sketches, placement of model objects and enacting actions. 
Some examples of how this could accomplished is as follows: 


 Interviewee using model of an aircraft for them to refer to  and point at when describing 
aircraft parts; 


 Interviewee using a model of an aircraft to describe its position (e.g. bank angles) or relative 
position; 


 Allowing the interviewee to draw a picture of the physical environment that was around them 
(e.g. machine interfaces); and 


 Having the interviewee show you how they interacted with the cockpit interface rather than 
describe it. 
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Interview Questioning Techniques 


The types of questions used in an interview determine the accuracy, completeness and reliability of 
the information collected. Moreover, a good interviewer should utilise questions that are void of their 
own perceptions and prejudices towards the interviewee or event as to not bias the information they 
collect. As such, the table below provides a guide as to what types of questions are appropriate to use 
in an investigative interview.  


Table 1. Appropriate and Inappropriate Interview Question Types.  


Question Type Overview Examples 
Appropriate 


Open 


Encourages the interviewee to give a 
detailed account of the event in their own 
words. Open questions should be used 
often within an interview. 


 “Tell me what happened…” 
 “Explain how the aircraft 


responded…” 
 “Describe what you saw…” 


Probing 
Useful to explore any ‘hooks’ or areas of 
interest that arise during the interviewee’s 
open account of the event. 


 “You mentioned before…” 
 “I’d Like to explore what you 


said about …” 


Closed 


A purposeful and specific closed question 
can be used to clarify, seek specific 
information or fill in detail. It is used only 
after open and probing questioning 
techniques have been used 


 “What was the position of 
the landing gear?” 


 “What colour was the 
indicator light?” 


Inappropriate 


Leading 
Suggests there is a correct answer and can 
distort the interviewee’s memory. 


 “How loud was the engine?” 
 “How unprepared were you 


for the flight?” 


Forced Choice 
Leads an interviewee to choose between a 
small number of alternatives that may or 
may not include the correct option. 


 “Did you do action A or 
action B?” 


 “Was the car blue or black?” 


Loaded 


Uses terminology that can influence how 
the interviewee remembers the incident. 


 “How fast was the truck 
going when it smashed into 
the aircraft?” 


 “How badly was the pilot 
flying?” 


Double-Barrelled 


Can lead to confusion about which 
question the interviewee is answering, 
leading to questions being unanswered as 
well as potentially leading the interviewee.  


 “Did you see the display? 
Was it flashing? Was the 
alert tone sounding?” 


 “How much sleep did you 
have the night before? 
Were you feeling tired?” 


Answered 
Does not allow the interviewee to give 
their account and potentially provides 
information they were unaware of.  


 “Where were you when this 
occurred? You were seen in 
the engine test area.” 


 


Whilst it may be tempting to write a list of specific questions you would like to ask to interviewee, this 
can often be counterintuitive and limit the amount of information you can collect. Instead, it is 
recommended that interviewers establish the objectives of the interview and utilise an interview 
structure to help guide them. 
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Useful Interview Structure (PEACE Model) 


The PEACE model is a tool that can be used to help plan and conduct an interview that 
combines free recall and structured questioning. This interview structure has five stages: planning 
and preparation, engaging and explaining, account, closure and evaluation. This tool should be 
adapted depending on the type of person being interviewed. For example, a subject matter expert 
interview will be more focused on investigator topics as they will not be asked to provide an account 
of the event.  


It is important to recognise that the interview is not a linear process (see Figure 4). The ‘account’ phase 
in particular can be a cyclical process where general information about an issue is obtained, followed 
by more specific information on that issue, followed by general information about a separate issue. 
Sometimes, new information can also be revealed in the ‘closure’ stage, which can move the interview 
back into the ‘account’ stage. You should progress through the stages of the interview as many times 
as is necessary to gain a complete account of the event and any relevant information.  


Figure 5. The PEACE model investigative interview structure. 


 
 


Planning and Preparation. When planning the interview: 
 You should become familiar with the event by determining the initial facts; 
 You should be clear on what you aim to achieve in the interview; 
 Prepare your main topics of focus, subjects of focus and expected interview structure in 


advance (but be flexible during the interview); and 
 The location of the interview should be private, free from distraction/interruptions and 


comfortable.  
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Engage and Explain. Once the interview starts: 
 Engage the interviewee by establishing rapport. This can be achieved by smiling, a 


handshake, small talk, offering a drink, open body language, etc.; 
 Introduce yourself and anyone else in the room; 
 Explain the aim of the investigation and what you are trying to achieve with the interview; 
 Explain the use of notes taken during the interview and how the notes will be used. If any 


recording devices are to be used, ensure permission is obtained from the interviewee; and  
 Ask the interviewee if they have any questions or concerns 


Example introductory script;  


“Thank you for coming today.  


As you may be aware, the << CO / OC >>, << Rank Name >>, has appointed me as the 
investigating officer to conduct a safety investigation into the aviation safety event involving 
<< incident title >> that occurred on << day date month year >>.  


The sole intent of this safety investigation is to work out what happened and why it 
happened so that the appropriate safety action can be implemented to stop such an event 
from happening again. In other words, it is all about improving aviation safety – it is not 
about determining fault or blame or liability. Accordingly, you should feel confident in 
helping me with this investigation noting that Defence aviation strives for a generative safety 
culture that values and respects open and honest reporting and in the context of a culture 
that is just and fair.  


Your interview today is a valued and very important part of the safety investigation process, 
of which I intend to take notes, simply to help me in writing the report. Once the report is 
complete, I will destroy my notes.  


Before we commence, do you have any questions?”  


Account. This phase is where the bulk of the information is obtained: 
 Begin by asking the interviewee to give their account in as much detail as possible, 


uninterrupted. Note any points of interest to follow up on later; 
 Initially use general, open questions. Start questions with phrases like “explain…” or 


“describe…”;  
 Follow up on any ‘hooks’ or areas of interest raised in the account. Probe these topics with 


phrases like “I’d like to explore what you said about…” to obtain more detail; 
 Ask questions about any information not covered in the interviewee’s account of the event; 
 Ensure micro-skills are used to ensure information obtained is as accurate, detailed and 


complete as possible; and 
 Ask any background questions. This may include personal information, medical information 


or operational experience of the persons involved. It may also include organisational 
conditions.  


Closure. When closing the interview: 
 Summarise the information obtained to clarify your understanding; 
 Check that all important questions have been answered and that the aims of the interview 


have been met; 
 Provide information on what happens next in the investigation process and ask the 


interviewee if they have any questions; and  
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 End the interview on a positive note and exchange contact details with the interviewee. You 
may need to contact the interviewee again and it is important to ensure that they are open 
to further contact from you.  


Evaluation. On the completion of the interview: 
 Write up the notes or transcript of the interview as soon as possible; 
 Determine if any areas require further clarification; 
 Corroborate any information with existing information if necessary; and  
 Reflect on the interaction. Consider your performance as an interviewer and reflect on what 


went well and how you could improve your approach. Effective interviewing is like any other 
skill that needs to be reflected upon and practised.  


General Challenges of Interviewing  


Safety investigations have a number of unique challenges that should be managed by the interviewer. 
These challenges are as follows: 


 Fear of Reprisal. Interviewees may have concerns that their account will either lead them to 
being found responsible or implicate someone else. You should offer a clear understanding of 
the aims of the interview and arrangements for the management of notes or recordings of the 
interview (e.g. any ‘privilege’-equivalent information will not be included in the investigation 
report and the recording will be returned to the interviewee on completion). 


 Embarrassment. The interview may highlight perceived gaps in the witness’ skills or 
knowledge. You should ensure that they do not feel judged should this become apparent and 
do not correct a witness on simple errors (e.g. pronunciation of specific aircraft items) if you 
understand what they are saying. 


 Group Interviews. Interviews conducted with more than one interviewee can lead ‘memory 
conformity’ (i.e. group think) or suppress the testimony of some individuals. These situations 
should be avoided and individuals should be interviewed one at a time. 


 Intimidation. It is important to make the interviewee feel comfortable and not as if they being 
‘ganged upon’. At most, have only two interviewers present, the principle role of one being to 
take notes. You might also consider not conducting the interview across a desk or table as 
physical barriers can make the process seem more formalised and intimidating. 


 Third Parties. Interviewees may wish to have third parties with them when the interview is 
conducted, such as their peers or supervisor etc. This need not be an issue and the interviewer 
should clearly articulate to all parties why the interview is being conducted and what it aims 
to achieve.  


Limitations of Interviews – Memory Recall  


While interviews are an important aspect of a safety investigation, they can be limited in a number of 
ways. One of the key limitations of interviews is the reliance on an interviewee’s memory of the event. 
Whilst human memory is made up of various types, safety investigation interviews generally focus on 
working memory and the different aspects of long-term memory (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 6. Model of human memory.  


  


It is important to remember that whilst we have all these different types of memories, human memory 
still has a limited capacity to store and process information and our ability to recall this information 
diminishes as cognitive load increases. In addition to this, these different types of memory also share 
the general concept that memory is “constructive”. What we mean by constructive is that an 
individual’s memory is based on event information and non-event information.  


Non-Event Information. Non-event information includes post-event information that an individual 
may acquire through means such as the news, and breakroom conversations. In addition to this, 
non-event information also includes our own mental models. Mental models are relied upon by 
humans for information processing as they provide a general framework for how we understand 
the world around us. As such, these models can unintentionally influence our memory as it tries to 
“fill in the blanks” or make sense of how an event occurred.  
 
For example, an interviewee may remember what they ‘normally’ do in a situation rather than what 
actually happened. Additionally, an interviewee may remember details of events based on their 
own models (e.g. It was a firetruck, so it must have been red).  


It is important to be aware of these limitations and that because of them interviewees: 


 May not be able to provide all the information you require or expected them to be able to 
provide; 


 Memory may be influenced by the interviewee themselves, others and what happens around 
them; and 


 Memory can lose details and accuracy over time.  


As such, it is essential to try and conduct an interview with those directly involved as soon as possible 
after the event. Additionally, in particularly serious events an interviewer should look to utilise 
cognitive interviewing techniques as these limitations of memory are likely to be more prevalent. This 
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increased prevalence is due to cognitive load likely being higher in more serious incidents as well as a 
greater likelihood of emotional factors (e.g. stress, anxiety, shock, etc.) being present.  


Advanced Interview Techniques – Cognitive Interviewing 


Cognitive interviewing techniques are commonly used by investigators from various professional 
backgrounds (e.g. safety, law enforcement) as a means to maximise the utility of information obtained 
from an interview. It is considered to be one of the most successful developments in psychology and 
law research in the last 35 years. Utilising psychology principles related to memory encoding and 
retrieval, cognitive interviewing aims to enhance the memory of the interviewee by using a 
combination of free recall, focused recall and effective communication. Utilising these different 
techniques assists the interviewee in using their cognitive resources more effectively and attempts to 
have the interviewee explore multiple retrieval routes related to the encoded memory.  


Research relating to cognitive interviewing has found that it increases the amount of information 
obtained from interviewees and can lead to 25 to 40% more correct statements than a standard 
interview. Other benefits of cognitive interviewing is that it has been found to be generalisable 
across cultures, types of witnesses, recall intervals and different kinds of events.  


Cognitive interviewing utilises the following advanced techniques: 


Contextual Reinstatement. The interviewer is asked to try and mentally reinstate the environment 
and personal context of the event. This can be achieved through physical means, such as taking the 
interviewee to the site of the event or providing them with a model of the equipment involved. It may 
also be achieved through mental strategies such as asking the interviewee to mentally recreate the 
external factors (e.g. weather), emotional factors (e.g. mood, fear, anxious) and cognitive factors (e.g. 
thoughts) that existed at the time of the original event. Interviewees are also often encouraged to 
recall the sights, sounds, feelings and smells at the time of the incident.  


Examples of how to lead the interview to reinstate the context include: 


“I would like you to take a few moments to picture in your mind what you could see, hear and 
smell before, during and after the incident.” 


“Thinking about the event before sharing your memories will help you remember more 
details.” 


Repeated Free Recall. The interviewee is asked to narrate the event in as much detail as possible. It is 
important for the interviewer to emphasise the importance of the interviewee reporting everything 
they recall, even if they think it may not be important. However, this is not an invitation for them to 
guess. They are then asked to re-tell their account, which provides the interviewer the opportunity to 
become more involved and ask questions to probe areas of interest.  


Examples of how to begin this free recall include: 


“Tell me in your own words what happened, in detail, from beginning to end.”2 


“Tell me everything that you can remember from before, during and after the incident.” 


                                                           
2 It is important to think about where you want this ‘beginning’ to be; Do you want the interviewee to begin 
from the start of the day, start of the pre-flight brief, engine start, hand-over, etc. This will be dependent on 
the event itself as well as who you are interviewing.  
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Varying Perspectives. The interviewee is asked to report the event from different perspectives, 
describing what they think another individual might have seen during the event. For example, if there 
were two witnesses to the event, ask the interviewee what the other witness may have seen from his/ 
her perspective.  


Retrieval Order.  The interviewee is asked to recount the event in different orders, such as working 
backwards from the end to the beginning or again from specific time points of the event.  


Whilst these different techniques are utilised to help improve interviewee recall through different 
cognitive techniques, cognitive interviewing can be even further enhanced with the inclusion of social 
dynamics and communication techniques.  


Figure 7. Enhanced Cognitive Interviewing diagram. 


 


Social Dynamics 


The social dynamic components of enhanced cognitive interviewing are broken down into two basic 
elements: building rapport and transferring control. These elements are considered to be useful in 
establishing the initial interviewer-interviewee relationship and create a more psychological 
comfortable environment. Moreover, also establishing expectations for the interviewee as to what 
will be involved in the interview process [More information about this technique can be found in the 
previous section Interview Micro-Skills on page 5] 


Communication 


The communication components of enhanced cognitive interviewing are considered an important 
aspect that can maximise the amount of valuable information captured from an interviewee. An 
interviewer can achieve this by utilising active listening skills [More information about this technique 
can be found in the previous section Interview Micro-Skills on page 5]. 


Self-Administered Interviewing Form 


Another tool that can be utilised by interviewers is the self-administered interviewing form. This 
interviewing form utilises cognitive interviewing techniques and can be used in conjunction with 
interviews. Additionally, this interviewing form can also be a useful way to collect interviewee 


Communication 
Social  


Dynamics 


Cognition 


Enhanced 
Cognitive 


Interviewing 
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information if you are unable to immediately interview them after the event. This form is available on 
the DFSB website https://objective/id:BI1510272.  
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Safety Analysis Worksheet 
This worksheet is designed to assist the investigator with the analysis stage of the investigation. The analysis stage involves analysing the data gathered and organised using the Defence aviation Safety Analysis Model (SAM). This technique is designed to ensure that the 
investigation is not restricted to the errors and violations of people. SAM identifies the workplace factors that contributed to the event, the deficient risk controls and the organisational influences within the system that act as forerunners to an aviation safety event. In 
the processes of applying the SAM, investigators also check the information that has been gathered and organised to determine whether there are any gaps in the investigation. 


By the end of this worksheet, the investigator should be able to answer the question ‘why did the event happen?’ The worksheet will also assist in the development of findings and the coding of the contributing factors for inputting into Sentinel. The contributing 
factors can be found in the Safety Analysis Model – Contributing Factors Chart (https://objective/id:AB34289436). 


How to use the Safety Analysis worksheet 
1. From the Event timeline, select the critical event component to analyse.  
2. Then identify the individual/ team actions (or technical failure) that directly increased safety risk (i.e. had a negative contributory effect* on the event). This is the starting factor from which analysis will follow. The identification of individual/ team action 


or technical failures answers the question of ‘how did this happen?’ 
3. From this individual / team action, ask ‘why did this happen?’ to identify the error or violation associated with the action. If the starting factor is a technical failure, consider how this may have had an effect on individual /team actions. Also consider the 


local conditions that influenced the technical failure.  
4. From the individual / team action, ask ‘why did this happen?’ to identify the local conditions that contributed to the action.  
5. From the local condition, ask ‘why did this happen?’ to identify the risk control(s) that was either absent, failed, or partially failed. These risk controls may be a recovery or a preventative in nature.  
6. From the deficient risk control, ask ‘why did this happen?’ to identify the organisational influences that contributed to the deficient risk control. Note that unless the information collected supports the contribution of organisational influences, this last step 


will be harder or not possible to identify in investigations that are less in depth.  
7. If possible, the contributing factors (CF) in the Safety Analysis Model (SAM) can be identified at this stage. If so, you may want to note the contributing factors next to the “why did this happen?” description. This will aid entry of contributing factors into 


Sentinel. See Aviation Safety Investigation Guidebook (step 6) for more guidance on the investigation process and entering findings into Sentinel.  
Note:  
* Contributing factor coding into Sentinel is not required for findings that did not have a negative contributory effect on the event. 
* The contributing factors can be identified here using Safety Analysis Model (SAM) – Contributing Factors Chart. See Aviation Safety Investigation Guidebook (Step 4 – Analyse Information and Step 5 – Develop Findings) for more information.  


  


Event timeline component  


Individual / Team Action or Technical 
Failure/ Malfunction 
 
What action or inaction performed by 
personnel? What actions should not be 
reproduced in the future?  
What was the technical failure?  


Error / Violation 
 
 
 
Was the individual /team action a result of an 
error or a violation?  


Local Condition 
 
 
What aspects of the local environment may 
have influenced the personnel’s actions or 
technical failures? 


Risk Control (Recovery/ 
Preventative; Absent/Partially 
Failed/ Failed)  
 
What made the risk controls ineffective? 
Did the risk controls not work at all? (Failed?)  
Did the risk control work only partially as 
intended? (Partially failed?) 
What controls could have been in place to 
(Absent?) 


 
 
Organisational Influence 
 
 
 
What made the risk controls ineffective/ 
absent? 


Using the Taxi Confliction example, 
the below is one critical component 


selected from the event timeline: 
 
 
 


Controller B inadequate lookout prior 
to clearing P3 for taxi  


No awareness of traffic disposition 
(CF= Monitoring) Error  


• Controller B complacency (token 
lookout) (CF = Motivation/ 
Attitude) 


 
• Perceived pressure to complete 


task due to adverse weather 
forecast (CF = Task Completion 
Pressure) 
 


• Continuation & recurrent training 
does not adequately cover 
lookout (CF = 
Continuation/Promotion/Recurre
nt Training) 


** Potential gap identified. 
Investigation may need to look 
further into organisational 
deficiencies in training 


      


Why? Why? Why? Why? Why? 



https://objective/id:AB34289436

https://objective/id:BO1159834
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Event timeline component  


Individual / Team Action or Technical 
Failure/ Malfunction 
 
What action or inaction performed by 
personnel? What actions should not be 
reproduced in the future?  
What was the technical failure?  


Error / Violation 
 
 
 
Was the individual /team action a result of an 
error or a violation?  


Local Condition 
 
 
What aspects of the local environment may 
have influenced the personnel’s actions or 
technical failures? 


Risk Control (Recovery/ 
Preventative; Absent/Partially 
Failed/ Failed)  
 
What made the risk controls ineffective? 
Did the risk controls not work at all? (Failed?)  
Did the risk control work only partially as 
intended? (Partially failed?) 
What controls could have been in place to 
(Absent?) 


 
 
Organisational Influence 
 
 
 
What made the risk controls ineffective/ 
absent? 
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Why? Why? Why? Why? Why? 
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D F S BCLASSIFICATION OF AVIATION SAFETY EVENTS


The classification of aviation safety events is a four-step process in which realised and potential 
consequences of an aviation safety event are considered. Minimum classifications (from CLASS A to 
CLASS D) can be assigned at steps 1 to 3 based on the PIL, ADL and PRL selected. The final step in 
the process is to select the highest classification from the three previous determined. This will be the 
overall classification for the aviation safety event.


PERSONAL INJURY LEVEL (PIL)


REALISED CONSEQUENCES


Using the descriptors below identify the most severe injury sustained by an 
individual as a direct consequence of an aviation safety event. 


1
FATAL SERIOUS MINOR NO INJURY


PIL 
Description


The highest 
level of injury 
was fatal.


The highest level of 
injury was a serious 
injury or illness as 
defined under the 
WHS Act.


The highest 
level of injury/
exposure was 
minor.


No injuries 
were 
sustained.


Minimum 
Event 
Classification


CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C CLASS D


NOTE:  For UAS, the following guidance is relevant only to Operations under Certified category. For further guidance on UAS reporting see Section 3, Chapter 8 of the DASM.


   NOTE:  If an injury was sustained as a direct consequence of an aviation safety event, ensure the Sentinel WHS 
stream within the ASR has been activated.


AIRCRAFT DAMAGE LEVEL (ADL)


REALISED CONSEQUENCES


Using the descriptors below identify the highest level of damage that an aircraft 
sustained as a direct consequence of an aviation safety event (where multiple 
aircraft are assigned to a single event, ADL identifies the highest level of damage):


NOTE: DFSB may exercise discretion to update the classification of events in situations in 
which the aircraft damage sustained significantly compromised or destroyed critical systems.


DESTROYED SUBSTANTIAL 
DAMAGE


MODERATE 
DAMAGE


NO DAMAGE/ 
MINOR 
DAMAGE


ADL 
Description


Aircraft destroyed, 
missing, 
unrecoverable 
or sustained 
damage to such 
an extent that it 
is unrepairable or 
uneconomical to 
repair.


Aircraft sustained 
substantial 
damage or 
structural failure 
that requires 
extensive 
inspection but 
is economically 
repairable.


Aircraft sus-
tained moderate 
damage that 
is repairable 
without exten-
sive inspection, 
including engine 
change.


Aircraft sustained 
either:


1.   no damage; or 


2. minor damage 
that is repairable 
within two days.


Minimum 
Event 
Classification


CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C CLASS D


PERCEIVED RISK LEVEL (PRL)


POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCE


Aviation safety events are also rated based on potential consequences. The PRL provides an indication of the risk that the event poses to aviation safety (from very low 
to very high) notwithstanding the realised consequences. The PRL for aviation safety is determined by considering two questions.
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NO OUTCOME MINOR MAJOR CATASTROPHIC


Effect on aircraft 
& personnel


No damage or 
minor aircraft 
damage and/or 
no injury.


Moderate aircraft 
damage and/or 
minor injury.


Substantial 
aircraft damage 
and/or serious 
injury.


Aircraft destroyed 
and/or fatality.


Effect on flight 
safety


No effect on 
safety margins 
or aircraft 
functional 
capabilities.


Slight reduction in 
safety margins or 
aircraft functional 
capabilities. 


Significant 
reduction in 
safety margins or 
aircraft functional 
capabilities. Near 
mid-air collision 
requiring avoiding 
action.


Total loss of flight 
control, mid-air 
collision, con-
trolled flight into 
terrain or high 
speed surface 
movement colli-
sion.


Effect on air 
navigation 
services


Little or no 
effect on air 
separation.


Loss of separation 
not requiring 
avoiding action.


Near mid-air 
collision requiring 
avoiding action.


Mid-air collision 
or collision with 
terrain.


QUESTION 1: If the aviation safety event had escalated, what would have been the most 
negative credible safety outcome? 


A safety outcome can be thought of as ‘what are we are trying to avoid by reporting this type of 
event?’ As such, the descriptors below differ by ASR type (flight operations, maintenance and 
other support systems).


This question is not asking for the most probable safety outcome, as that is usually nothing and 
ignores the risk that the event carries. Neither is it necessarily looking for the worst possible 
safety outcome. Rather, it is best considered in two parts: first, identify all the safety outcomes 
that are considered to be credible if the event had escalated; and second, of those credible safety 
outcomes select the one that is considered to be the most negative.


Given the type of ASR, use the relevant descriptors below to identify the most negative credible 
safety outcome from ‘no outcome’ to ‘catastrophic’.


FLIGHT OPERATIONS


NO OUTCOME MINOR MAJOR CATASTROPHIC


Maintenance 
effect on 
airworthiness or 
crashworthiness


Little or no 
effect on 
airworthiness or 
crashworthiness. 


Minor deviation 
from approved 
standards which 
had a limited 
effect on the 
airworthiness or 
crashworthiness 
of the aircraft. 
Flight-critical 
systems were 
not affected. 


Deviation 
from approved 
standards which 
had a significant 
effect on 
airworthiness or 
crashworthiness of 
the aircraft. Flight-
critical or safety-
critical systems 
were affected. 


Deviation 
from approved 
standards which 
compromised 
airworthiness or 
crashworthiness of 
the aircraft. Flight-
critical or safety-
critical systems 
were inoperative 
or unavailable. 


Maintenance 
effect on aircraft/ 
core systems


No damage or 
minor damage 
to aircraft or 
core system.


Moderate 
damage to 
aircraft or core 
system.


Substantial 
damage to aircraft 
or core system.


Aircraft or core 
system destroyed.


QUESTION 2: How effective were the remaining risk controls in preventing 
the aviation safety event from escalating to the most negative credible 
safety outcome? 


In answering this question consider both the number and robustness of the 
remaining risk controls between the current event and the most negative credible 
safety outcome identified in question 1. Use the descriptors below to identify the 
effectiveness of remaining risk controls. Values range from ‘not effective’ to ‘highly 
effective’.


NOT 
EFFECTIVE


BARELY 
EFFECTIVE


MOSTLY 
EFFECTIVE


HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE


The only thing 
separating the 
event from the 
negative safety 
outcome was luck 
or exceptional 
skill, which is 
not trained or 
expected. 


The remaining 
risk controls were 
weak and barely 
effective. It is 
probable that the 
event could have 
escalated into 
the most credible 
outcome.


The remaining 
risk controls 
were mostly 
effective with 
a considerable 
safety margin 
remaining. It is 
improbable that 
the event could 
have escalated 
into the most 
credible 
outcome.


The remaining 
risk controls and 
subsequent safety 
margin was highly 
effective. It is rare 
or under exceptional 
circumstance that 
the event could 
have escalated into 
the most credible 
outcome.


Given your assessment of questions 1 and 2, use the matrix below to 
determine the PRL (and associated minimum event classification).


                               Q1. MOST CREDIBLE OUTCOME


Q2. REMAINING 
RISK CONTROLS


No outcome Minor Major Catastrophic


Not Effective Low Medium High Very High


Barely Effective Low Medium Medium High


Mostly Effective Very Low Low Medium Medium


Highly Effective Very Low Very Low Low Medium


PRL MINIMUM EVENT 
CLASSIFICATION


Very High Class B


High Class B


Medium Class C


2
MAINTENANCE 


NO OUTCOME MINOR MAJOR CATASTROPHIC


Other support 
systems effect on  
flight safety


Little or no 
effect on safety 
of flight.


Minor effect on 
safety of flight.


Major effect on 
safety of flight.


Catastrophic effect 
on safety of flight. 


PRL MINIMUM EVENT 
CLASSIFICATION


Low Class D


Very Low Class D


EVENT CLASSIFICATION (OVERALL)


PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER


Event classifications range from CLASS A to CLASS 
D. After establishing the minimum event classification 
for the PIL, ADL and PRL, select the highest of the 
three values. This is the overall event classification.


NOTE: Changes may be made to the PIL, ADL and 
PRL (and subsequent event classification) throughout 
the course of the investigation.
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NOTE:  If the realised consequence categories (PIL and/or ADL) were assessed as CLASS A or CLASS B, the overall event 
classification for the aviation safety event will be a CLASS A or B.


OTHER SUPPORT SYSTEMS


Other support systems are systems or services that are Defence –owned or are operated 
exclusively for or on behalf of Defence, have a functional or physical interface with aircraft, and 
have the potential to compromise suitability for flight.
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Action and
Recommendation


Taxonomies


Other – Action and 
Recommendation


Engineering
• Inspect
• Replace
• Repair/modify
• New/install


• Design/redesign
• Review/amendment of


Maintenance Mgmt System


Policy
• Amend
• Create New
• Review


• Policy review of qualifications/
authorisation


Procedures • Amend
• Create New


• Review


Training • Training New/Amend
• Training Review


• Re-training


Communication 
/Education


• Awareness
• Documentation (Not


Procedure / Policy Related)


• Service Bulletins, Advisories,
Circulars


Mandatory 
Requirements


• Directives
• Regulations
• Review of requirements


• External Investigation
• 3rd Party Review


Organisational 
surveillance


• QA, audits, monitoring
• Risk assessment


• Further research/ study


External 
Organisational


Surveillance
• QA, Audits, monitoring


Infrastructure • Inspect
• Replace/Repair


• New/modify


Risk Management • Amend
• Create New


• Review


No Action or 
Recommendation
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